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Chapter 1

Introduction

Life is mostly froth and bubble, two things stand like stone, kindness in
another’s trouble, courage in your own.
Adam Lindsay Gordon, Australian poet, jockey and politician (1833 -1870)

Cited most at funerals, Gordon’s poem expresses the transience in our lives by
using the metaphor of bubbles and froth. This is, what a foam is to us, a thing
of beauty and decay, that leaves no trace of its former magnificence, but for a
puddle of liquid. The metaphor seems so true to us, because we find bubbles,
froth and foam all around us; to see them perish has become a fundamental
experience in our lives. There is no uniqueness in the decay itself, as many
other things in nature decay too, it is rather the ubiquity of foams, the seeming
complexity or beauty that draw our attention, and most importantly, it is the
lifespan of its existence, which is short enough to keep us focused and long
enough to let us participate in its evolution.
In the eyes of the observer, different foams may seem to follow different
rules in their evolution. The focus of this dissertation lies on the experimental
study of this foam evolution. We will try to shed some light on the mechanisms
that drive the decay and search for any generalities in the dynamics. There is a
huge variety of many component systems that we may associate with the word
foam. Generally speaking a foam is a suspension of gas bubbles in a liquid or
solid. The most prominent example is that of a liquid foam or froth consisting
of a mass of gas bubbles suspended in a matrix of liquid films, that settles on
the liquids surface. This kind of foam will form in almost all open systems
with an agitated liquid phase. We observe them on our dishwater, on the sea
or in our saliva, as well as in many industrial production lines, where it often
is undesired. The broad diversity of different foams makes studying them very
exhausting if not impossible. Hence, we have limited ourselves to the study of
three dimensional liquid-gas foams, of as simple a composition as possible.
The project aims at investigating the internally driven decay, that roots
from the fact that a foam with its huge interface area is an energetically excited
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system. To relax to an equilibrium state, the foam must reduce its surface area,
by reducing the number of bubbles, until the liquid and gas phase have fully
separated. In general, there are two possible ways to reduce the number of
bubble, one is the fusion of two bubbles, by rupture of their separating liquid
film. This is most likely in dry foams and may effectively be cancelled by adding
surface active molecules to the liquid. The second process is the exchange of
gas molecules through the liquid by diffusion. Thereby, the small bubbles will
on average loose gas molecules, while the large ones gain them according to
the Young-Laplace law, that relates the excess pressure inside a bubble to the
inverse of its radius. The process is fundamental to all liquid-gas foam samples.
However, we know from experience, that foam bubbles will be found on top of
the liquid due to their buoyancy. Then again, liquid drains from a foam as it is
subject to gravity, thus strongly influencing the overall evolution of the average
bubble. This process on its own opens up an entire field of study [41, 42, 43, 27].
Drainage had also been the reason why the early studies on foams by Plateau
[4] or Thomson (Lord Kelvin) [5] where largely concerned with dry foams and
systems that were believed to behave similar to foams, such as emulsions. Of
particular importance also became the study of two dimensional foams, which
consist of single bubble layers, generally squeezed in between two glass plates.
Two dimensional foams appeal to people not only due to their great stability,
but also because they form ideal model systems to be experimentally observed
[6]. The evolution and structure of the pattern one finds may be compared
to those found in metals, biological cells or even geographical and ecological
territories [7]. Again, this is an entire field of study on its own, which goes
beyond the scope of the presented work.
Most experimental studies of three dimensional foams have been carried out
on dry foams [44], or on stabilized foams [15, 30, 45], which may be counted
to the moderately dry foams. Most of these studies find strong evidence for a
scaling state in the later foam evolution. The fact that wet foams cannot be
studied experimentally under normal gravitation has led a number of well known
scientists to propose the necessity of taking the experiments to the international
space station (ISS) [18].
Asymptotic scaling predictions had been derived for precipitating metals
[9, 46], that could possibly be applied to foams as well [12, 13]. Since the
precipitate starts from a supersaturated liquid state, their scaling predictions
should be valid for wet foams, with isolated bubbles suspended in plenty of
liquid. This phenomena of grain or bubble growth from a supersaturated liquid
state goes by the name of Ostwald ripening. A model for grain growth that incorporates the evolution of foam samples, in which bubbles are in contact, may
be gained from following the arguments of Marqusee and Ross [14]. An exact
analytical derivation for two dimensional cell growth from defects was given by
von Neumann [47] and later generalized to three dimensions [17]. Therefrom a
scaling prediction for dry foams is gained. These analytical predictions are supported by simulation results [48, 49], and by the aforementioned experimental
findings.
We will sketch the most relevant parts of these scaling predictions in our
theory chapter 2, alongside the light scattering methods we use to probe the
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three dimensional foams. Our ambitious aim is to follow foam evolution for
various different liquid fractions, while keeping the foam composition as simple
as possible. For this purpose drainage must be suppressed, which we achieved
by levitation of our diamagnetic foam samples in a strong magnetic field. The
setup, which had already be successful used to study granular gases [50], is
explained in detail in chapter 3. The remaining two chapters will then be
dedicated to a detailed analysis of the experimental data and the discussion
and interpretation of our results.
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Chapter 2

Theory
2.1
2.1.1

Foams
Topology

In this chapter we will derive and discuss analytical expressions to help us characterize and predict the complex topology and evolution of a three dimensional
foam. Large parts of the following two sections will lean on the excellent introduction into foam physics by Weaire and Hutzler [1]. There is a huge variety of
foams or foam like structures, such as liquid-gas foams, solid foams, emulsions
or even biological cellular structures, that all share many similarities in appearance, evolution or both. Here we will focus on liquid-gas foams. And even this
would still be to great a task, such that we will further restrict ourselves to
the most basic foams, composed only of water, gas and a surfactant. Although
no sample of foam is like another, the physics that rule its overall appearance
and behaviour may still be the same. We will see that an outstanding role to
all foam dynamics can be assigned to a single material property, namely the
surface tension γ. To understand its cause and consequences will require us
to explore the foam structure on a microscopic level. But before we do so, we
should take the time to look at its macroscopic structure, for much may already
be learned from it. A foam may be created from as simple a composition as
water, air and a surfactant, the role of the later will be examined further below.
And yet we can see from figure 2.1 that the shapes it may take are manifold.
If we place only a few bubbles in plenty of liquid, their shape will be spherical. The bubbles may not be touching at all, but if they do, they will have
point like contact zones. If we reduce the volume to be explored by the bubbles,
by taking some of the liquid away, they will consequently move together. The
packing will become that of randomly close packed, polydisperse hard spheres.
This is what we will in the following call a wet foam. If we reduce liquid fraction
further, the bubbles will become deformed. The previously point-like contacts
become larger sections of thin liquid walls. There is a wide range of liquid fraction where foams will be made up of deformed spheres, their state often being
referred to as intermediate wet or intermediate dry, depending on how strong
the deformation is. By taking more and more liquid away from the system, we
will eventually end up with a dry foam, where bubbles are cellular pockets of
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Fig. 2.1: Effect the liquid fraction has on the appearance of a simple foam made of water, air
and SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate). Wet foams have spherical bubbles that have little more
than point like contacts, as in picture on the right. Dry foams are polygonal shaped pockets
of air separated by thin liquid films, as in the picture on the left. Intermediate wet foams may
take up any shapes in between, as exemplary shown in the middle.

air separated by thin liquid films. These three states may nicely be observed in
figure (2.1), where the only variable quantity was the liquid fraction.
Many of us will have seen these different phases, i.e. in the foam that forms
on a freshly drought beer. Here, the bubbles originate from the relaxation
of a supersaturated liquid phase. While in a pressurized can or bottle, the
gas molecules are dissolved in the liquid. When transferred to a glass the
overpressure in the liquid ceases and any impurity on the glass surface or in
the liquid may serve as nucleation point for the formation of bubbles. These
bubbles will then rise to the surface forming the well known and liked beer foam.
If we wait for a while, the bubbles on top of the foam will evolve into a dry
foam as more and more of their initially surrounding liquid flows down into the
liquid phase. Meanwhile, the bubbles on the interface between liquid and foam
phase retain their spherical form, such that this region may be referred to as wet
foam. Any intermediate state may be observed in between. This downwards
flow of the liquid due to gravity is called drainage and will be treated in greater
detail in section (2.2.1).
For centuries people have marvelled at the complex and fascinating structures foams may take and they still wonder today. Some of its mysteries have
been revealed while many still occupy our minds. A cornerstone to modern
foam science may be found in Joseph A. F. Plateaus publications from 1873,
where he not only summarized much of the existing knowledge of foams, but
also gave us his own significant findings on the subject. Most of his studies were
concerned with dry foams as those were the only ones stable enough under gravity to be studied over longer times. The essence of the following Plateau rules
may be understood from figure (2.2).
Equilibrium rule A1: Liquid films in a dry foam can intersect only three at
a time and must do so at 120 degrees. The resulting border is called
Plateau border.
Equilibrium rule A2: In each vertice no more than four Plateau borders may
join. The resulting angels all being 1/ cos(− 13 ) ( 109 degrees).

2.1 Foams
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120°
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Fig. 2.2: For the clarification of Plateau’s rules. Left: Cut through a schematic foam sample,
to identify Plateau borders and liquid films or faces. Right: Four Plateau borders joining to
a vertex (taken and modified from [51]).

Equilibrium rule B: Plateau border and film join smoothly, that is, the surface normal is the same on both sides of the intersection.
For intermediate and wet foams, rule B may still be found true, while any
strict angular dependence ceases to exist. This is largely due to the polydispersity in bubble size, since the foam will try to find the stable configuration
which costs the least energy. If we assume that deformation of bubbles costs energy, this configuration will largely be determined by the largest bubbles, with
the smaller ones fitting themselves in between. As many such configurations
are imaginable, the one that the foam initially takes may be a metastable one,
since other configurations can have lower energy states. Note that a foam is a
macroscopic system and therefore is not able to explore energetic configurations
around a local minimum by thermal fluctuations. At this point it may also be
important to mention that any foam will always be in a metastable state as its
bubble size distribution is not a static one but rather evolves over time. This
is due to the fact that gas may transfer between the bubbles, thus changing
their size and making the momentary bubble configuration an energetically unpreferable one. This effect is called coarsening and is explained in detail in
section 2.2. If, as we will see, the interface between the gas and liquid phase
requires energy, a foam with its large number of bubbles has a huge interfacial
area and therefore has to be considered as far from equilibrium. However, if the
relaxation towards its equilibrium state is sufficiently slow, a quasi-equilibrium
state may be defined.
Figure (2.2) also tells us that most of the liquid of the foam will be found
in the Plateau borders. This is true at least for intermediate and dry foams,
and explains the high stability of the dry foam structure, as capillary forces in
these Plateau borders effectively counterbalance the draining forces.
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Fig. 2.3: a) Sketch of the dipolar nature of a water molecule. b) surface tension is due to net
force on molecules on surface. c) foam surfactants lowering surface tension by allowing more
water molecules to remain in the bulk.

2.1.2

Stability

After this short excursion into the topology of liquid foams, we will turn a
closer eye onto its stability, for at least on short time scales it seems to be
stable. However, we know from our everyday experience, that i.e. washing up
froth will eventually cease to exist. The astonishing thing is not that all those
foam bubbles disappear but rather how they could exist at all. The answer to
this question brings us back to the aforementioned materials property of surface
tension and will require a microscopic picture.
Water molecules consist of two hydrogen atoms which are covalently bonded
to a single oxygen atom. The binding is not symmetric but rather of triangular
shape (see fig. 2.3 a)) and therefore small electric dipoles are formed. In
the bulk these dipoles are attracted to each other and may bind via hydrogen
bonding to neighbouring molecules. This binding is a weak electrostatic binding
and typically of the order of some eV or maybe less. At any given time each
water molecule is bound to approximately 3.5 other molecules (at 25 C) [53].
Water molecules at the surface will find binding partners only in one half space
and therefore will feel a net force perpendicular to the surface pulling them
inwards (see figure 2.3 b)). Any two-phase system will therefore at any time
try to minimize its surface area. This is the reason why water forms spherical
droplets and enclosed air forms round bubbles. The surface tension may now
be defined as the ratio of the work δW that is needed to increase the surface
area by the amount dA.
δW = γdA

(2.1)

Note that this is sometimes also refereed to as surface energy. Let us now
consider a closed two phase system of i.e. a gas bubble in liquid in equilibrium
and at constant temperature. The internal energy of the system is the sum of
the internal energies of each of the two phases, plus the energy that was needed
to generate the surface area A between them.
U = UG + UL + γA

(2.2)

2.1 Foams
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The index L stands for the liquid phase and G for the gas one. UG,L is
the usual thermodynamic potential UG,L = T SG,L − pG,L VG,L + µG,L NG,L . In
equilibrium the derivative dU = T dS −pdV +µdN +γdA should vanish since the
system should be at its energetic minimum. Since particle number N is constant
in both phases and no heat transfers to or from the system, the derivative of
equation (2.2) leaves us with
0 = −pG dVG − pL dVL + γdA

(2.3)

The total volume of the system V = VG + VL is kept constant as well, so
that any increase of volume in one phase leads to a decrease of volume in the
other of the same amount dVL = dV − dVG = −dVG . Inserting this in (2.3)
yields
(pG − pL )dVG = γdA

(2.4)

With the volume of a sphere being V = 43 πr3 and its surface area A = 4πr2 ,
we may write dV = 4πr2 dr and dA = 8πrdr, to finally obtain
∆p =

2γ
r

(2.5)

This is the well known Young-Laplace law, which describes the balancing
of forces within a bubble. Surface tension is a force per unit length that acts
tangential to the surface of the bubble, trying to reduce its area in order to get
more water molecules into the bulk. For the bubble to be at least temporally
stable this needs to be balanced by an overpressure inside the bubble. From
equation (2.5) we can see that the excess pressure inside a bubble is inverse
proportional to its radius. If we allow gas molecules to diffuse between bubbles,
small bubbles, that have high excess pressure and a small volume to surface
ratio, will on average lose gas molecules, while large bubbles will gain them.
This will ultimately lead to a state where all small bubbles have vanished and
only a few large ones remain. This process of growth of the average bubble
size with time is called coarsening. How a set of bubbles coarsens is strongly
dependent on the way gas molecules diffuse from one bubble to another and
will be treated in more detail in section 2.2.
From equation (2.5) we may also see that the excess pressure is the balance
to the surface tension. Pure water has a very high surface tension and therefore
air bubbles will in general not be stable in water, a fact that we all know from
the observation of i.e. a filled bath tub. Only by adding surfactants may we
obtain something as a bubble bath. These surfactants or surface active agents,
are in general amphiphilic molecules, that consist of a hydrophilic (polar) head,
which means it has a high affinity for water, and a hydrophobic tail, which tries
to avoid water. Therefore the molecule will preferably position itself on the gas
water interface (see figure 2.3 c)). This lowers the surface tension significantly,
as many of the vacant hydrogen bonds of surface molecules may now be satisfied
by the surfactants, thus lowering the energy. A typical surface agent, used in our
experiments, is sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). It is an anionic organic compound
made of a polar head in the form of a sulfate group, and an apolar carbon-tail,
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Fig. 2.4: Schematic structure of the foaming agent sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), that was
used throughout our experiments. The molecule is anionic. Polar head (sulfate group) is
hydrophilic while carbon tail is hydrophobic.

which is hydrophobic, giving the surfactant molecule the required amphiphilic
nature of a foaming agent.
So far, we have only considered the stability of single bubbles or at least
well separated ones. This may be true in wet foams, but fails to describe the
situation in dry foams. Here, as we have seen, bubbles are polyhedral cells
of air, separated by thin liquid films. Now one should think that in order to
reduce its surface area two adjacent bubbles would join each other, by shrinking
of the separating liquid wall to the point were it ruptures. This is indeed the
case i.e. when bubbles are formed in pure water. However, in the presence
of surface agents such as SDS, there is a disjoining pressure holding the two
interfaces at distance. These repulsive forces are mainly of electrostatic nature,
resulting from the equally charged hydrophilic heads of the surfactant sitting
on each of the two surfaces. At short distances attractive van der Waals and
repulsive steric forces will add to this [2]. As film rupture does not play a
significant role in our subsequent experiments, the disjoining pressure is not
explicitly considered in the following, but rather assumed to be such that the
foam retains a stable configuration.

2.2 Foam dynamics

2.2
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Foam dynamics

We have already concluded in the previous section that a foam is an intrinsically
unstable system, which in general evolves so slow, that at any given time a quasiequilibrium state may again be defined. This is convenient, since it allows us to
apply the well known concepts of equilibrium thermodynamics to the problem,
as we already did to derive the Young-Laplace equation 2.5. In the following we
shall try to use this law to derive an expression describing the time evolution
of the mean bubble size in the foam. The final state of a foam is that of
least energy and therefore one with a small surface area between gas and liquid
phase. Since the initial state has a huge surface area due to the large number of
bubbles in a foam, it is obvious that the number of bubbles must decrease, and
if liquid fraction is constant, the average size of the remaining bubbles has to
grow. This brings us to the first problem in foam dynamics: liquid fraction is
in general not constant, due to the buoyancy of the gas bubbles and the strong
influence of gravity on the liquid phase.

2.2.1

Drainage

The term drainage describes the demixing of the liquid and gas phase in a
gravitational field due to their different densities. A three dimensional foam
that is initially wet will therefore end up as being a dry foam, at least in the
upper layers. While drainage refers to the dynamic process of downward flow
of the liquid in the foam, its consequences may still be seen in any following
equilibrium state of the foam. The dynamics that drainage represent are a field
on their own and have been motivation to many an experimental or theoretical
works [3, 8]. However, it shall not concern us further, as it only weakly influences
the presented experiments.
Let us consider a three dimensional foam sample under normal gravity that
is in a quasi-equilibrium state. For such a foam, most of the liquid phase will
have settled on the bottom, while all the liquid in the top layer, is held in place
by capillary forces. We therefore expect to find a strong gradient of the liquid
fraction along the z-axis (gravity axis). Slices perpendicular to this axis should
roughly have constant liquid fraction (see figure 2.5). We are able to estimate
the liquid fraction in each slice depending on the depth h they have from the
top of the foam sample.
The wetness of a foam is determined by the amount of the total volume that
remains after subtracting the volume that all the bubbles take up.
Φl = 1 − Φg

(2.6)

In a two dimensional slice, this translates into the fraction of area remaining
after subtracting all bubble cross sections. In sufficiently dry foams were films
are thin, the liquid fraction is the ratio of the area which all Plateau borders
take up to the total area of all bubble cross sections. The cross section of a
Plateau border is proportional to the square of its radius of curvature r. For the
bubble cross sections we may define an effective radius R such that the average
area equals πR2 . This gives us the liquid fraction to
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r2
,
(2.7)
R2
where c is a constant of proportionality dependent on the polydispersity and
packing of the bubbles. We know from equation 2.5 that curvature at interfaces
corresponds to pressure differences. The pressure difference across a single
surface of a Plateau border may therefore be calculated from
Φl = c

2γ
(2.8)
r
The pressure in the liquid in turn follows
from hydrostatics
pg − pl =

pl = p0 + ρgh

(2.9)

where p0 is the pressure on the top of the
sample and h is the depth of the layer
from the top. Inserting this in equation
2.8 and solving for r gives us an approximation for the radius of curvature for the
mean Plateau border as a function of its
distance from the top.
2γ
r(h) =
pg − p0 − ρgh

(2.10)

R

Faces, films

r

Plateau
borders

Going back to equation 2.7 we are
now able to give an estimate for the liquid
fraction in three dimensional foam samples as a function of height h from the
top of the sample.



2γ
R

2

1
(pg − p0 − ρgh)2
(2.11) Fig. 2.5: Idealized foam slices at different
Note that we have assumed a more or heights h from top in a 3 dimensional liqless homogeneous bubble size from top to uid foam that is subject to gravity. Liquid
bottom in the foam sample. This is in fraction in each slice is approximated as
reality never the case, as buoyancy is dif- ratio of surface area of Plateau border to
bubble cross section.
ferent for different bubble sizes (at least
in the wetter regions of the foam). Therefore a foam under gravity will have
its largest bubbles on top, while the bottom layers, where the foam is wet,
will consist almost entirely of small bubbles. Equation 2.11 is thus only a very
crude approximation for an otherwise complex problem. It however is sufficient
to highlight some of the difficulties encountered when experiments on three
dimensional foams are carried out under normal gravity.
Φl (h) = c

2.2 Foam dynamics

2.2.2
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Coarsening

Let us in the following consider a sample of foam that is not subject to drainage.
In such a foam the dominating dynamics will root from the system’s effort to
lower the internal energy. We have seen that a foam may reduce its energetic
state by decreasing the total surface area, if the system is closed, liquid fraction
is constant and the total mass of gas molecules is conserved. We choose a
polydisperse bubble size distribution for our starting point, such that due to
equation 2.5 the excess pressure in the bubbles will differ according to their
sizes. Now the only way that surface area may be reduced is by transferring
the gas molecules from the small bubbles that have high excess pressure and
a small volume to surface ratio to the larger ones, thus reducing the number
of bubbles. We have learned in section 2.1.2 that fusion of bubbles is strongly
suppressed in the presence of a surfactant. Therefore, the gas molecules have
to move from one bubble to another via diffusion.
For inter-bubble gas diffusion to take place, the gas molecules will first have
to escape into the liquid phase, then diffuse to another bubble where they are
subsequently incorporated. There is a characteristic time scale for the diffusion
of gas molecules in the liquid phase, as well as for the escape and incorporation of
a gas molecule out of and into a bubble, that is, for the kinetics of the interface.
The later timescale is set by the permeability of the separating wall between
the two phases, that is by the materials properties of the liquid, surfactant
and gas. The timescale for the diffusion of gas molecules in the liquid phase,
is dependent on the properties of liquid and gas, yet varies with the average
distance a gas molecule has to diffuse to encounter another bubble. For normal
diffusion the mean squared distance ∆r2 that a molecule travels is directly
proportional to the time t.
For dry and intermediate dry foams where bubbles share large areas of thin
liquid films, we may ignore the diffusion time and the whole process will be
governed by the interface kinetics of tunnelling of gas molecules through the
thin permeable liquid-surfactant walls. The exchange of gas molecules between
two adjacent bubbles through a wall of size A per time dt, will be proportional
solely to the difference in pressure of the two bubbles. For an average sized
bubble of effective radius r in the bulk of a foam we may therefore write
dV
dr
∝
∝ ∆p
(2.12)
Adt
dt
The constant of proportionality in the above equation may be identified as the
permeability of the separating wall. The size of the face A in the bubble is
proportional to its total surface area 4πr2 and depends on the liquid fraction.
4πr2 dr
2γ
∝
2
4πr dt
r

(2.13)

⇒ rdr ∝ dt

(2.14)

From integration of equation 2.14 we therefrom obtain the scaling behaviour of
the average bubble size in the interface kinetic dominated dry and intermediately dry regime.
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hri ∝ t1/2

(2.15)

For wet foams, a similar scaling argument may be given. Now the determining dynamics is the diffusion process of gas molecules in the liquid phase.
The liquid phase will be over saturated with gas molecules. However, this over
saturation will lead only to growth of the larger bubbles, as their internal pressure is small enough for the gain rate of gas molecules to exceed the loss rate.
Smaller bubbles on the contrary loose more molecules to the liquid than they
can gain and will subsequently shrink to the point of nonexistence. The current
density of gas molecules j will consequently be proportional to the gradient of
the concentration, that is the gradient in pressure d(∆p)/dr.
dV
dr
d∆p
∝
∝
Adt
dt
dr
Again applying the Young-Laplace law we obtain
j =

(2.16)

dr
1
∝ 2,
(2.17)
dt
r
which after integration yields the scaling behaviour of the average bubble size
in the diffusion dominated regime.
hri ∝ t1/3

(2.18)

The scaling behaviour of equation 2.15 and 2.18 already indicate that, whenever present, gas transfer will take place mainly through the thin liquid films.
There has to be a regime in between these two scaling limits. Note that we
have assumed a statistical self-similar bubble size distribution, for otherwise
our scaling arguments may not hold.
From the previous sections we know that a foam will always try to take
a configuration which minimizes its internal energy. As the deformation of
bubbles costs energy, this will be a configuration were the average bubble is deformed least. However, equation 2.15 and equation 2.18 tell us that this average
bubble size changes in time and therefore a previously stable configuration of
the bubbles will become unstable. This will in the first stage simply lead to
deformation of the bubbles, until there is some spare liquid space and the stress
is high enough for some of the bubbles to locally rearrange their positions.
This will often trigger entire avalanches, as the rearrangement of a local bubble cluster will either relax a neighbouring one or induce further repositioning
processes. The new configuration will again be a metastable one.

2.2.3

Ostwald ripening

Ostwald ripening describes the phenomena of growth of larger particles or inclusions on the expense of smaller ones by dissolving fractions of the smaller ones
in solid or liquid to subsequently deposit them on the larger ones. The process
is driven by thermodynamics, as the new phase is energetically preferred. The
phenomena was first described by Ostwald in the late 19th century. A first
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Fig. 2.6: The growth of the average bubble size in a previously stable configuration (black
circles) leads to deformation of the bubbles as otherwise they would have to overlap (red
circles). The resulting stress may be relaxed by bubble rearrangements. There is an energy
barrier to the relaxation, as it will in general require a certain degree of deformation to have
bubbles in the bulk of a foam interchange positions. This accounts for the solid like behaviour
of dry and intermediate dry foams.

analytic explanation was given by Lifshitz and Slyozov in 1961 [9] for the case
of precipitative solid systems, but has since been applied to numerous other
problems with great success [10, 11]. The similarities that systems successfully
described by the theory of Lifshitz and Slyozov (LS) share with foams led to
an adaptation of the phrasing to the coarsening of foams. Lemlich [12] independently developed a theory for inter-bubble gas diffusion in 1978 that has
much in common with LS theory, as was pointed out by Markworth [13]. In the
following we shall sketch the theory of Ostwald ripening as it was developed by
Marqusee and Ross [14], as their derivation includes the time evolution of the
mean particle size, that we may compare to our scaling laws 2.15 and 2.18.
Ostwald ripening is the dominant mechanism in the last stage of first order
phase transitions in solutions or precipitative systems. The transition usually
starts from an unstable old phase with the nucleation of a large number of
particles of a narrow size distribution. The particles will then grow rapidly at
the expense of the old phase. In the last stage the new formed phase will evolve
according to thermodynamics, by minimizing its surface free energy. To do so
small particles need to be dissolved and their building monomers subsequently
incorporated into larger ones. The number of particles will inevitably decrease,
while average grain size will grow.
In this final stage that we call Ostwald ripening, a particle may be characterized solely by its radius R, while the system is specified by the distribution
function n(R, t)dR and the concentration of free monomers c(t), which in the
case of foams corresponds to gas particles. The number of particles (bubbles)
at time t will thus be given by
Z
N (t) =

∞

n(R, t)dR
0

(2.19)
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The distribution function will change due to dissolving of small particles, however, it still must obey an equation of continuity
∂
∂
n(R, t) +
V (R, c(t))n(R, t) = 0
(2.20)
∂t
∂R
where V (R, c(t)) is the rate at which a particle of size R will grow in the presence
of a monomer concentration c(t). Since we may assume the system to be closed,
the monomer concentration itself will be determined by conservation of mass
Z
4π ∞ 3
R n(R, t)dR
(2.21)
c(t) = cin −
3ν 0
where cin is the initial concentration of monomers before the nucleation started,
ν is the molar volume of a monomer. At any time t the concentration will
therefore be determined by what is left of this initial concentration cin if the
monomers of all particles are subtracted.
To further investigate equation 2.20 we must give a specific form for the
growth rate V (R, c(t)). Two possible forms will be discussed here:
Diffusion limited If the dissolving and incorporation processes are much faster
then the average time it takes a single monomer to diffuse between particles, the entire system may be considered to be dominated by diffusion.
The solution for diffusion limited growth of spherical particles is
V dl (R, c(t)) =

Dν
[c(t) − ceq (R)]
R

(2.22)

where D is the diffusion coefficient of the monomers and ceq (R) is the
equilibrium concentration around a particle of size R.
Interface kinetic limited When particles are close to each other and the
dissolving and incorporation processes are slow, the system will be dominated by the kinetics of the interface. The growth rate may be assumed
to be proportional to the concentration gradient
V ik (R, c(t)) = k [c(t) − ceq (R)]

(2.23)

where the constant k is a property of the materials.
In either case, a particle will grow/dissolve if the monomer’s concentration is
greater/less then its equilibrium concentration. The fact that smaller particles
are in equilibrium with higher monomer concentrations than large particles
drives the system to decrease its surface to volume ratio. In an ideal solution
the R dependence of ceq (R) is approximately given by
h
αi
ceq (R) ≈ ceq (∞) 1 +
(2.24)
R
with α = 2γν/kB T . We will now go over to the reduced variables
r = R/α,

τ = t/T,

σ(τ ) =

c(t) − ceq (∞)
ceq (∞)
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where T is either T ik = α/kceq (∞) for the interface dominated regime or
T dl = α2 /Dνceq (∞) for the diffusion limit. Our distribution function transforms accordingly to
F (r, τ )dr = n(R, t)dR

(2.25)

and lets us rewrite the continuity equation 2.20 to
∂
∂
F (r, τ ) +
V (r, σ(τ ))F (r, τ ) = 0
∂τ
∂r
with the growth laws


1
−λ
σ(τ ) −
V (r, σ(τ )) = r
r

(2.26)

(2.27)

where λ = 1 stands for the diffusion limited and λ = 0 for the interface kinetic
dominated growth. The mass conservation now reads
Z ∞
r3 F (r, τ )dr
(2.28)
σ(τ ) = σin − κ
0

4πα3 /3νceq (∞).

where κ =
In the following we will be interested in an asymptotic solution. Since
number of particles N (τ ) and supersaturation σ(τ ) decay slowly and the average
radius
R∞
rF (r, τ )dr
hri = R0 ∞
(2.29)
0 F (r, τ )dr
is seen to increase accordingly, we expect power law dependencies for these
quantities rather than exponential decays. Marqusee and Ross [14] made a
scaling Ansatz for the distribution function F (r, τ ), by assuming that in the
long time limit all time dependencies of F (r, τ ) to have decayed to zero but for
its slowest time dependency, that therefore characterizes the Ostwald ripening
process.
F (r, τ ) = τ −y F̃ (z, τ )

(2.30)

where z is the time independent part of the radius r = zτ x . We may now
expand F about this long time behaviour

F (r, τ ) = τ −y F0 (z) + τ −y1 F1 (z) + τ −y2 F2 (z)...

(2.31)

with 0 < y1 < y2 . Inserting this into the mass conservation equation 2.28 with
r3 = τ 3x z 3 and dr = τ x dz yields

σ(τ ) = σin − κτ

−y+4x

Z

∞
3

z F0 (z)dz + τ
0

−y1

Z

∞


z F1 (z)dz...
3

(2.32)

0

which immediately gives us the relation between y and x to y = 4x as in the long
time limit we expect phase separation to have completed and thus the system to
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be in equilibrium (σ(τ ) vanishes), which means that the only remaining term
including F0 must be equal to σin . In other words: all monomers from the
initial concentration are now bound in a single particle. The time dependency
of the supersaturation σ(τ ) is therefore determined by the higher order terms
of equation 2.32
σ(τ ) = σ1 τ −y1 + σ2 τ −y2 ...

(2.33)

where the coefficients {σn } serve as normalizations to the functions {Fn (z)}
with n ≥ 1
Z ∞
z 3 Fn (z)dz
(2.34)
σn = −κ
0

Similar to the relation of y to x, the set {yn } is not independent and was
shown in [14] to be yn = nx. Thus we may write the distribution function for
the last stage, where the precipitation ages as
F (r, τ ) = τ −4x

X

τ −nx Fn (z)

(2.35)

n=0

This yields scaling laws for the supersaturation σ(τ ), the number of particles
N (τ ) and the mean particle size hri in the asymptotic regime. Their time
dependencies are determined from the slowest decay, that is from a first order
approximation. For the supersaturation σ(τ ) equation 2.33 directly gives us
σ(τ ) ∝ τ −x

(2.36)

The decay of particle number N (τ ) is obtained from inserting the first cumulant
of equation 2.35 into equation 2.19 and using that dr = τ x dz.
N (τ ) ∝ τ −3x

(2.37)

The same way we obtain the scaling of the mean radius hri from using equation
2.35 and r = zτ x in equation 2.29.
hri (τ ) ∝ τ x

(2.38)

The remaining task will be to determine the scaling exponent x. This may
be done by applying the distribution function 2.35 and the reduced form for
the growth rate 2.27 to the continuity equation 2.26.
"
τ

−4x−1

#
d
τ
(4 + n)xFn (z) + xz Fn (z)
dz
n=0
"
!
!#
X
X
1
−(6+λ)x d
−λ
x
−nx
−nx
=τ
z
τ
σn τ
−
τ
Fn (z)
(2.39)
dz
z
X

−nx



n=1

n=0

we used that τ x = r/z and therefore d/dτ = −xzτ −1 d/dz. If we balance powers
of the time dependency in front of the square brackets the remaining equation
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yields an ordinary differential equation for each power of τ . The balance of
powers of τ also fixes x to
x = 1/(2 + λ)

(2.40)

With λ = 0 for the interface kinetic dominated regime and λ = 1 in the diffusion
limit, this then yields the scaling dependencies of the supersaturation σ, the
particle number N and the average grain size hri in the long time limit

Interface kinetic limited
σ(τ ) ∝ τ −1/2
N (τ ) ∝ τ −3/2
hri ∝ τ 1/2

Diffusion limited
σ(τ ) ∝ τ −1/3
N (τ ) ∝ τ −1
hri ∝ τ 1/3
(2.41)

The constants of proportionality in the above list may be determined from
integration of the lowest order differential equation in equation 2.39, that is
from the equation containing F0 (z) and σ1 (τ ), as it represents the solution for
the slowest decay, which we already identified as the dominant contribution
to Ostwald ripening. The scaling in 2.41 is identical to the one we derived in
the previous section for the dry and wet foam limits. Although many differences may be found between foams and precipitations, the similarities of the
determining mechanisms are evident. Instead of a monomer concentration gradient we have pressure gradients, while the parameter that decides whether the
dynamics will be interface kinetic or diffusion dominated is less dependent on
material properties than on liquid fraction.
The scaling behaviour of foams was experimentally verified by Durian, Weitz
and Pine [15] using light scattering techniques on Gillette foam. They found
the scaling exponent for the average bubble size to be x = 0.45.
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Von Neumann’s law

For two dimensional dry foams, one may apply a different line of arguments to
derive an exact coarsening equation. An idealized dry foam consists of equally
sized hexagonal pockets of air, separated by thin liquid film, that all meet
at angles of 120 degrees according to Plateaus equilibrium rules. In such a
honeycomb structure each bubble should have the same pressure and therefore
there should be no coarsening at all. However, most experimentally generated
foams will show defects in addition to the fact that they are only quasi two
dimensional. Those defects may then shrink or grow, leading to a characteristic
coarsening behaviour of such foams. Defects will be cells that have more or
less than six faces. Plateau’s equilibrium rules will still apply to them, but in
order to fulfil them the separating walls will now be bend. This is schematically
shown in figure 2.7.

120°

pi ri

pn

Fig. 2.7: Two dimensional foam structure with lines meeting three at a time and all at 120
degrees, according to Plateau’s rule and line curvature depending on pressure difference to
neighbouring cells in accordance with Laplace’s law.

If we follow the tangential vector of a cell’s surface, it will change direction
by 60 degrees at each junction (Plateau border). In all six sided cells, this on
its own will sum up to the 360 degrees of a fu circle. If now some of the walls
are curved the net curvature of all the walls must vanish. In an n sided bubble,
that more or less than six sides, the curvature must make up for the missing
or additional angular turns at the Plateau borders. We may therefore write for
an n sided cell with individual wall length li and curvature of ri of this wall
X li
π
+ n = 2π
ri
3

(2.42)

i

which is known as the curvature sum rule. For the size of the bubble to change
in time, we must compare its pressure to that of the surrounding bubbles. If all
walls have the constant permeability κ the growth rate for the cell is given by
X
dAn
= −κ
(pn − pi )li
dt
i

(2.43)
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Inserting Laplace’s law (2.5) for the pressure difference and using the above
curvature sum rule, we obtain
dAn
2π
=
κγ (n − 6)
(2.44)
dt
3
This is the well known von Neumann’s law first derived by von Neumann in
1952. We may note from it that every six sided bubble is stable, while bubbles
with fewer sides shrink and bubbles with more sides will grow. As well, from
integration of equation 2.44 we obtain the scaling of this coarsening process to
hrin ∝ t1/2

(2.45)

A generalization of equation 2.44 to three dimensions was only given in 2006
by MacPherson and Srolovitz [17]. They found the volume of a given threedimensional Domain D to change in time as
!
n
dV
1X
= 2πM γ L(D) −
(2.46)
ei (D)
dt
6
i=1

with M being the coefficient of diffusivity, L(D) a natural quantity that measures the linear size of domain D and ei the length of a triple line, which is
the equivalent to a Plateau border. Since both terms on the right hand side of
equation 2.46 are proportional to the linear dimension of the domain D (or r),
we obtain that
dD3
∝ D
dt
which after integration again yields the parabolic growth law
D ∝ t1/2

(2.47)

(2.48)
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Light scattering in foams

We know from every days life that light is reflected and refracted at water-air
interfaces, and that it thus is fractionated and may change its initial direction
of propagation. A foam with its large number of bubbles comprises many such
interfaces and will therefore quickly randomize the direction of propagation of
an entering light wave. It is this strongly scattering property of foams that
attributes to their white appearance. This also depicts the main problem to be
encountered if one wants to follow the bulk evolution of foams. Conventional
techniques as optical microscopes are restricted to thin samples or surface bubbles. The amount of unscattered light transmitted through a sample of thickness L is determined by the scattering cross section σ of the scatterers and their
density n, that is dI = −σnIdz|z=L . An integration gives the Beer-Lambert law
T = e−σnL

(2.49)

where T denotes the fraction of transmitted intensity relative to the initial intensity. We may as well define l = 1/σn as the scattering mean free path, which
is the average length a photon may travel without being scattered. To obtain
information about the bulk structure or dynamics of a three dimensional foam,
direct light, as it is used in conventional microscopes, will restrict the sample
size to a few bubble layers. A different approach is to make use of the strongly
scattering properties of foams, to find statistical solutions for its intensity decay that in turn may be related to size and motion of the scatterers. There
are in general two important approximations to be made. First, we will in the
following assume that each photon is scattered many times, such that we may
describe its path by a random walk (L >> l). Further, we neglect any interference effects inside the sample. This is the so called diffusion approximation.
Second, we approximate the sum of all individual scattering events to a number
of average scattering events, such that the length of each path is determined by
the number of scattering events. We therefore introduce the transport mean free
path l∗ , which is the distance a photon on average travels until its has lost all
information about its initial direction. This then is the step size in the photons
random walk. It relates to the scattering mean free path l in the following way
l∗ =

l
h1 − cosΘi

(2.50)

where Θ is the scattering angle and h i denotes an ensemble average over many
scattering events. If the scattering is isotropic, which i.e. is the case for small
particles, transport and scattering mean free path will be equal. Further reading
of this and the following may be found in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
At this point it may be of importance to point out the analogies of a foam
with a colloidal suspension, as much of the following was invented for the characterization of systems made of Brownian scatterers in dilute suspensions. The
coupling between the Brownian particles can thus be ignored. This is highly
contradictorily to the situation in foams, as the bubbles are in general closely
packed and huge in size. Brownian motion does not play a significant role in
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foams. However, the scatterers in a foam are not the bubbles in analogy to
the Brownian particles, but rather the interfaces and vertices. Since the foam
continuously coarsens, meaning that some of its bubbles will grow in size while
others shrinks, which inevitably leads to some repositioning, there will be a
constant deformation and vibration in most of the scattering surfaces. These
motions while not being decoupled from their surroundings may still be considered random, thus sufficiently randomizing scattering directions. The length
scale that relates to the scattering mean free path l in a foam is the average
bubble size, as we may assume no scattering to happen while a photons travels
inside a bubble. This suggests that we may as well connect the transport mean
free path l∗ to the average bubble size, since its relation to l may be expected
to be of the form in 2.50. Experimental proof of this was given by Vera et al
[32] who found the transport mean free path l∗ to be directly proportional to
the average bubble size hri in foams of various liquid fractions.

2.3.1

Diffuse transmission of light (DTL)

According to equation 2.49 a diffusive medium of dimensions much larger than
its scattering mean free path will in good approximation not transmit any
ballistic light. However, we know that such a medium, i.e. clouds, still transmit
plenty of light, which is diffused light. Therefore we may conclude, that the
intensity of the diffusing wave will not decay exponentially with the size of
the scattering sample. To derive an analytic expression for the transmitted
intensity, we will follow the discussion in [20, 22].
In the absence of absorption and within our diffusion approximation, the
photon transport is described by the diffusion equation
∂t U = D∇2 U

(2.51)

where U is the photon energy density, D is the diffusion coefficient for the
transport of photons D = vl∗ /3 and v is the speed of light in the medium. If
we consider a steady state for a one dimensional problem, the diffusion equation
simplifies to
∂z2 U = 0

(2.52)

The solutions to the above equation are straight lines. We will further assume
the incident flux to appear at the distance l∗ inside the sample. This is done
to get non vanishing boundary conditions, as those would imply that no light
can enter nor escape the system. Instead now the energy density decays to
zero outside the sample (see figure 2.8). We may therefore write for the general
solution of 2.52
(
Al + Bl z if z < l∗
U =
(2.53)
Ar + Br z if z > l∗
wherein the coefficients Al/r and Bl/r must be determined from boundary conditions.
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Fig. 2.8: Left: Scattering geometry for the calculation of the photon energy flux. Right:
Energy density U over a slab of thickness L in a quasi one dimensional steady state.

Since we have placed our virtual source inside the sample the boundary
conditions require that all diffuse flux into the sample comes from reflections.
The net current J is then determined from Fick’s law, by summing up the
current in each direction.
J · ez = J+ + J− = −Dez · ∇U

(2.54)

If there is no internal reflection, there will be no photon flux from outside
the sample and therefore at z = 0 where the slab begins the flux in positive
z-direction J+ = 0 must vanish. The same is true for the flux in negative zdirection on the other side of the slab where z = L where we require J− = 0.
To calculate J± let us consider the flux of photons scattered directly from the
volume element dV through an arbitrary small area dS inside the sample (see
figure 2.8). This flux will be given by the number of photons in dV , that is U dV ,
θdS
the fractional solid angle Ω = cos
that the projection of dS onto a sphere
4πr2
with radius r around dV takes up. Further it will depend on the effective speed
of light in the medium v (which due scattering may be significantly slower than
that in a homogeneous medium) and the loss rate due to scattering on the way
from dV to dS, which is given by e−r/l according to 2.49. By using spherical
coordinates, where dV = r2 sin θdrdθdφ we obtain for the unscattered flux from
dV
v
U e−r/l cos θ sin θdrdθdϕ
(2.55)
4π
The total flux through dS in negative z direction is therefore given by integrating 2.55 over the entire half space z > 0.
dS

Z π/2 Z 2π
Z ∞
v
J− dS = dS
dθ
dϕ
drU e−r/l cos θ sin θ
(2.56)
4π 0
0
0
We will assume that the primary contributions to the photon flux through dS is
from the direct neighbourhood, which allows us approximate U by a first order
Taylor expansion of U about the origin.
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U ≈ U0 + x

∂U
∂x
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+y
0

∂U
∂y




+z

0

∂U
∂z


(2.57)
0

where the coordinates x, y and z may be expressed using spherical coordinates
x = r sin θ cos ϕ
y = r cos θ sin ϕ
z = r cos θ

(2.58)

Since the integration over ϕ in 2.56 goes from zero to 2π all terms containing
ϕ will vanish, that is the two terms with x and y vanish. Thus, using 2.57 and
2.58 in 2.56 and performing the integration over ϕ yields

J−

v
=
2

Z

π/2

Z
dθ

0

0

∞

 


∂U
dr U0 + r cos θ
e−r/l cos θ sin θ
∂z 0

(2.59)

which after integration of over r and θ and dropping of the index 0 which only
represented the z position of the imaginary area dS gives us


Dl ∂U
vl
U+
(2.60)
J− =
4
2
∂z
where D = vl/3. Similarly one obtains J+ from integration of 2.55 over the
lower halfspace with z < 0 to


vl
Dl ∂U
J+ =
U−
(2.61)
4
2
∂z
It can be argued that for anisotropic scattering the above approximation still
holds if l is replaced by l∗ . We therefore obtain for our boundary conditions for
2.53 at z = 0 where J+ = 0 and at z = L where J− = 0


2l∗ ∂U
U−
=0
3
∂z


2l∗ ∂U
U+
=0
3
∂z

at z = 0

(2.62)

at z = L

(2.63)

If we now arbitrarily choose Al = U0 and require U (z = l∗ ) to be continuous,
this fully determines the form of U in 2.53.


3

1
+
for z < l∗
∗z

2l


(2.64)
U = U0


∗

L+ 2l3

5
1
∗

for z > l
 2 L−l∗ /3 − L−l∗ /3 z
The transmission coefficient T may now be calculated as the flux in positive z
direction through the upper side of our slab J+ (L), divided by the total flux
through both surfaces of the slab Jtotal = J+ (L) + J− (0)
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T =

J+ (L)
J+ (L) + J− (0)

(2.65)

using equations 2.60 and 2.60 together with 2.64 this yields
T =

5 l∗
5 l∗
≈
4
3 L + 3 l∗
3L

(2.66)

Whenever the thickness of a sample is much larger than the transport mean
free path L >> l∗ , measuring the transmission coefficient at known slab size L
will give a good approximation for l∗ . The above equation 2.66 may be seen as
the photonic equivalent to Ohm’s law.

2.3.2

Diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS)

So far our theory is valid for all samples that show strong diffusive behaviour.
We have not looked at the individual paths the photons take through the sample
neither the phase of those paths. Let us consider a sample of static scatters in a
box, that on one side is hit with coherent light of a single wavelength, i.e. a laser
beam. Placing a screen on the other side, we will observe a random pattern
of bright and dark spots, which in the following we shall refer to as speckles
(see figure 2.9). If our sample were a crystallite like structure, the pattern
to be observed on the screen should be a symmetrical one, where each bright
spot meets the Bragg condition, and the spacing between them is determined
by the distinct size and positioning of particles in the crystal structure. The
samples we want to discuss here, have no such distinct length scales and still
they produce speckles. Their coming to pass may be understood if we follow
the path of a single photon through the sample. It will be scattered at multiple
points in the sample, its path comparing to that of a particle undergoing a
random walk. However, as the scatterers are at fixed positions, a following
photons that enters the sample at the same point and in the same direction as
the first one, will likely be scattered into the same path. Since this is true for
all the paths that photons may take through the sample, a speckle is simply the
summation of many paths that behind the sample differ in length by a factor
of nλ.
If we allow the scatterers in the sample to move slowly, the paths will change,
and consequently paths that initially were in phase with each other will slowly
decorrelate. For a single spot on the screen this means that an existing speckle
will go out, while at the same time on another spot a speckle comes into existence. The length of a single path s, as illustrated in figure 2.10, may be
expressed by the sum over all vector differences of the position vectors of neighbouring scatterers in that path.
s =

N
X
i=0


N 
X
ki
|ri+1 − ri | =
· (ri+1 − ri )
|ki |

(2.67)

i=0

where ki is the wave vector of the light after i scattering events and ri is the
position of particle i. Index i = 0 represents the source (laser) and i = N + 1
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Fig. 2.9: Speckle pattern behind a diffusive medium. Speckles are the constructive interference
points of the many different paths the photons take through the sample. Dark point are
destructive interference areas. The photons path may be approximated to a random walk
inside the sample.

the detector. If we assume the scattering to be quasi-elastic, all wave vectors
have the same magnitude ki = k0 . Therefore we may write the total phase shift
Φ(t) as
N
X

Φ(t) = k0 s(t) =

ki (t) · [ri+1 (t) − ri (t)]

(2.68)

i=0

The total field at the detector is the superposition of the fields from all light
paths through the sample to the detector position.
E(t) =

X

Ep eiΦp (t)

(2.69)

p

P
where p stands for the sum over all paths and Ep is the field of path p at the
detector. At this point we want to introduce the autocorrelation function, as
a measure for the fluctuation of signal at the detector. For the above obtained
field we may write the field autocorrelation function g1 (t)

g1 (t) =

hE(0)E ∗ (t)i
D

2

|E|

E

=

1
hIi

+

!

*
X
p

Ep eiΦp (0)

X


Ep∗0 eiΦp0 (t) 

(2.70)

p0

where hIi is the total scattered intensity at the detector. For independent
particles the fields from different paths should be uncorrelated, thus all terms
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Fig. 2.10: Single photon path in a scattering medium. Scattering vector k0 belongs to the
laser light and r0 gives the position of the laser.

with p 6= p0 will vanish. If we further assume that phase and field amplitude
Ep at the detector are independent, we get by setting h|Ep |i = hIp i

g1 (t) =

E
X hIp i D
ei[Φp (0)−Φp (t)]
hIi
p

(2.71)

To evaluate this further we need to look at the phase difference ∆Φp (t) =
Φp (t) − Φp (0) and relate it to the motion of the particles. Using equation 2.68
we may write

∆Φp (t) =

N
X

ki (t) · [ri+1 (t) − ri (t)] −

i=0

N
X

ki (0) · [ri+1 (0) − ri (0)]

(2.72)

i=0

which by defining qi = ki (0) − ki−1 (0), ∆ki (t) = ki (t) − ki (0), ∆ri (t) =
ri (t) − ri (0) and expanding can be transformed into
∆Φp (t) =

N
X

qi · ∆ri (t) +

i=1

N
X

∆ki (t) · [ri+1 (t) − ri (t)]

(2.73)

i=0

In leading order ∆ki (t) will be perpendicular to [ri+1 (t) − ri (t)], thus the main
contribution to the phase shift will be from the first term in 2.73. The field
autocorrelation function therefore becomes
g1 (t) =

X hIp i D
p

hIi

e−i∆Φp (t)

E

(2.74)

At this point we may use the central limit theorem, which basically states a
normal distribution for the mean of a sufficiently large number of independent
random variables, here ∆Φp (t) (see i.e. [24]).
g1 (t) =

X hIp i
p

hIi

e−h∆Φp (t)i/2
2

(2.75)
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To calculate the mean of the squared phase shift we express it by the first term
in 2.73 to get

∆Φ2p (t)

=

N D
X

[qi · ∆ri (t)]2

E

(2.76)

i=1

1
= N q2
3

∆r2 (t)

(2.77)

where in the last line we assumed all phase factors qi · ∆ri (t) to be independent
of each other, thus replacing the sum by the number of scattering events N
and further the independence of scattering vector qi and displacement vector
∆ri (t), which lets us consider the individual means and produces a factor 1/3,
as we average in three dimensions.
Since we supposed the scattering to be elastic, the magnitude of q is related
to the scattering angle in the following way
 
θ
q = 2k0 sin
(2.78)
2
using addition theorem and the definition of transport mean free path 2.50 we
obtain
*
 2 +
θ
l
2
q =
2k0 sin
= 2k02 h1 − cosθi = 2k02 ∗
(2.79)
2
l
For long paths we may write s = N l and therefore the phase shift in 2.77 is
s
2
(2.80)
∆Φ2p (t) = k02 ∆r2 (t) ∗
3
l
where the only remaining length scale to characterize the scattering is the transport mean free path l∗ . As well we may see from 2.80 that the phase factor
now depends on the path length s rather than on the individual paths. This
allows us to replace the sum over all individual paths in 2.75 by a sum over path
lengths, while the fraction of intensity that is scattered in path p, hIp i / hIi, now
is replaced by the total fractional intensity of all paths with length s, P (s).
g1 (t) =

X

P (s)e− 3 k0 h∆r
1 2

2 (t)

i ls∗

(2.81)

s

which in the continuum limit becomes
Z ∞
1 2
s
2
g1 =
P (s)e− 3 k0 h∆r (t)i l∗ ds

(2.82)

0

Equation 2.82 is the basic equation for a calculation of the autocorrelation function g1 (t) for a specific geometry in diffusing wave spectroscopy. The remaining
task will now be to find an expression for the path length distribution P (s),
which will depend on the size and shape of the sample. In the following we
shall only be interested in the slab geometry, where we measure the fluctuation
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of the transmitted intensity. Photons travelling through a slab of thickness L
will approximately need to do nR ≈ (L/l∗ )2 random walk steps to reach the
other side, with the step size being l∗ . They will therefore have travelled a
distance sR ≈ (L/l∗ )2 l∗ . Assuming all photons to scatter approximately the
same number of times in such a random walk model, we may expect g1 (t) to
decay nearly exponential.
The natural way to calculate the path length distribution P (s) should be
to relate it to the the flux of energy J that leaves the slab at the backside. For
an instantaneous light pulse this is obvious, as at any time t the light emerging
has travelled a distance s = vt. To determine the flux J one needs to solve
the diffusion equation 2.51, as we already did for the static case in the previous
section. We may again use the boundary conditions 2.63, as again there should
be no diffusive flux entering the sample apart from what is reflected at the
boundaries. However, finding a form for the energy density U will be more
complicated, as we now deal with a time dependent process. For the case of a
uniform illumination at the lower boundary of a slab (assumed to be at z = 0)
Carlslaw and Jaeger [25] found for the Laplace transformed energy density Ū
to be
1 −q|z−z0 |
e
+ A sinh (αz) + B cosh (αz)
(2.83)
2Dα
where α2 = k02 ∆r2 (t) /l∗2 , z0 ≈ l∗ and again D = vl∗ /3. Noting that the
Laplace transform of P (s) has a similar form as g1 in 2.82, while the first is as
well proportional to Ū lets us determine g1 from
Ū =

g1 (t) =

Ū (z, p)|z=L
Ū (z, 0)|z=L

(2.84)

where we identified p = k02 ∆r2 (t) /(3l∗ ). Applying the boundary conditions
2.63 (just for Lapalce transformed U ) determines the constants A and B and
yields for the field autocorrelation
L/l∗ +4/3
z0 /l∗ +2/3

n
h
i
h
io
p
p
p
sinh zl∗0 k0 h∆r2 (t)i + 32 k0 h∆r2 (t)i cosh zl∗0 k0 h∆r2 (t)i
h
i
h
i
g1 =
p
p
p

1 + 94 k02 h∆r2 (t)i sinh lL∗ k0 h∆r2 (t)i + 34 k0 h∆r2 (t)i cosh lL∗ k0 h∆r2 (t)i
(2.85)
For z0 = l∗ this may be further approximated, if we assume L >> l∗ and
k02 ∆r2 (t) << 1
L
l∗h



g1 ≈

p

h∆r2 (t)i
i
p
sinh lL∗ k0 h∆r2 (t)i
k0

(2.86)

To estimate the leading order of the decay of g1 we may calculate the first
cumulant Γ1 from the logarithmic derivative of equation 2.86. Note that the
time dependence of g1 descends from the time dependence of the mean squared
displacement and therefore is linked to the model one uses.
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d log g1
1 dg1
1 dg1 dx
=
=
dt
g1 dt
g1 dx dt

(2.87)

p
where x = k0 h∆r2 (t)i. Using equation 2.86 for g1 with the definition a =
(L/l∗ ) this yields
d log g1
sinh ax
=
dt
ax



a
a2 x cosh ax
−
sinh ax
sinh2 ax



dx
=
dt




1
dx
− a coth ax
(2.88)
x
dt

Using series expansion up to second order for coth (ax) ≈ 1/(ax) + (ax)/3 gives
us for the first cumulant
a2 xdx
a2 dx2
=−
3 dt
3 dt
 2
2
k
L
d
=− 0
∆r2 (t)
3 l∗
dt

Γ1 = −

(2.89)

where in the last line we used the definition of a and x. We therefore expect
the field autocorrelation function to approximately decay as

(
g1 (t) ≈ eΓ1 t = exp

k2
− 0
3

! )
 2
L
d
∆r2 (t) t
l∗
dt

(2.90)

If the motion of the scatterers is diffusive we may write ∆r2 (t) = 6Dd t,
where Dd is the diffusion coefficient of the scatterers. The derivative d/dt ∆r2 (t) =
6Dd therefore yields a constant. If however the motion is non-diffusive such as
kinetic (i.e. convective flow induced) where the scatterers movement is linear
in between collision of scatterers, the mean square displacement is given by
∆r2 (t) = ∆v 2 ∆t2 , and therefore the derivative in equation 2.90 becomes
time dependent.
A direct experimental determination of g1 (t) is difficult, as one usually has
no access to the field of an electromagnetic wave. In contrast, one may easily
measure intensities. The intensity autocorrelation function g2 (t) is related to
the field autocorrelation function g1 (t) in the following way

g2 (t) =

hI(0)I ∗ (t)i
= 1 + β |g1 (t)|2
2
hIi

(2.91)

where β is determined by the number of uncorrelated speckles m on the detector by β ≈ 1/m. This is the so called Siegert relation.
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Fig. 2.11: Three dimensional speckle pattern recorded with a high speed camera of a foam
sample.

The above used central limit theorem (equation 2.75) may serve us as well
to understand the distribution of bright and dark spaces in the speckle pattern shown in figure 2.9. If the scattering in a diffusive sample is sufficiently
random, that is the individual paths are uncorrelated, the fields on the screen
may be considered as independent random variables, which according to the
central limit theorem are normal distributed. For the intensity thus follows a
distribution

P (I) =

1 −I/hIi
e
hIi

(2.92)

where P (I) denotes the probability to find the intensity I at a given position
and hIi is the mean intensity on the screen. We may thus understand why there
are many more pixels that appear dark than those that appear bright.
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The study of three dimensional wet foams dynamics poses some difficulties to
the experimentalist, as in general it is a superposition of a number of driving
mechanisms. The strongest influence on the evolution of a wet foam may be
accounted to gravity induced drainage, which we learned about in section 2.2.1.
This is simply because the timescale on which a foam significant changes its
formation due to drainage is much faster than the timescale of the coarsening
process. There are numerous attempts to work around the problem, i.e. to
slow down the drainage by adding viscous gels to the liquid fraction, or by the
use of a fast diffusing gas, that should speed up the coarsening process. This
is most promising in the intermediate dry regime, where bubble interfaces are
large thin walls. Some use Gillette shaving foams [15] as it is a reproducible
and relatively stable foam, which at 8% liquid fraction may still be considered
as moderately wet. Shaving foams are designed to be durable as this gives
the shaving person the time she or he needs to shave. It however comes with
a large number of ingredients, that all may alter the dynamics of the foam.
Another attempt made used i.e. by Hutzler [27] is to constantly add liquid to
the foam from the top, such that on average there is a constant liquid fraction.
In addition one gets a flow pattern, that makes sensitive in-bulk measurements
difficult. An incorporation of drainage into the coarsening theory was tried in
[26].
All of the above mentioned methods have in common that they do not
resolve the problem, that is taking the drainage away, but rather work around
it. In addition they are often limited, i.e. to a narrow liquid fraction window or
even a single foam. Micro-gravity experiments on the ISS are being scheduled by
Durian and others, which would allow to study the coarsening as the dominant
dynamics in foam evolution. While this is a promising attempt, it is expensive
and prone to experimental failures, as no major adjustments may be done ones
an experimental series is started. This all means that there might still pass a
significant amount of time until any first results are obtained. The approach
we take in this work may be compared to the micro-gravity experiments in
planning, as we make use of the diamagnetic properties of the liquid phase, by
levitating it in a strong magnetic field. Thus we achieve an effective balance
to the draining force and hence are able to study the coarsening dynamics of
foams of arbitrary liquid fraction.

2.4.1

Diamagnetic levitation

Diamagnetic levitation means that a material, that shows no other magnetic
properties than diamagnetism, expels an outer field by creation of an opposing
field, which, when sufficiently strong, may be used as a balance to gravity.
The magnetic moment induced by an inhomogeneous magnetic field B in a
diamagnetic sample of volume V and with a magnetic susceptibility |χ| << 1
is given by
m(r) = −

|χ| V
B(r)
µ0

(2.93)
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where µ0 is the permeability of the free space, χ is negative for diamagnetic
samples. To obtain the magnetic energy of the sample we integrate over −dm·B.
The total energy of the sample is then the sum of the magnetic energy and that
of gravitation
E(r) = mgz +

|χ| V 2
B (r)
2µ0

(2.94)

where z is the direction of the gravitational force. To be in an equilibrium the
net forces on the sample must vanish.
F(r) = −∇E(r) = −mgez −

|χ| V
B(r)∇B(r) = 0
µ0

(2.95)

In the following we assume the magnetic field gradient to be strongest in the z
direction, which corresponds to our setup of a solenoid with rotational symmetry
around this axis. If we use that m = ρV , where ρ is the density of the sample,
this yields the balance condition
g=−

|χ|
B(z)∇z B(z)
ρµ0

(2.96)

For further information see [28]. Equation 2.96 may be used to find suitable
samples for a given setup, or allows us to approximate the field field-gradient
needed to levitate a given sample. Note that it as well may serve us to calculate
the effective force acting on a sample in an inhomogeneous field by
gef f = g −

|χ|
B(z)∇z B(z)
ρµ0

(2.97)

To be in equilibrium the net forces on a sample must vanish. In the case
of diamagnetic levitation equation 2.95 therefore implies that B∇B is negativ.
The magnetic field of a thick solenoid (R >> L) along its symmetry axis (z-axis)
may, according to [28], be calculated to
B(z) =
(1 +

B0

z 2
R

)3/2

(2.98)

which indeed yields a negative derivative. In figure 2.12 the field field-gradient
B∇B is plotted versus the axial distance z from the centre of the coil, for our
superconducting solenoid at 20T . A balance of forces is thus possible.
However, for the levitation to be stable we must also require that any small
displacement from the equilibrium position needs to result in a net force driving
the particle back into its initial position, that is the gradient of the force must
be negative pointing toward equilibrium, ∇ · F(r) < 0. Combining this with
equation 2.94 and 2.95 it hence requires for our diamagnetic samples that
∇2 B 2 (r) > 0

(2.99)

We may write the left hand side of the above condition in its components
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Fig. 2.12: Field times field-gradient of the superconducting solenoid used in our experiments
(at 20 T ) versus distance from middle of the coil in z-direction. The curve peaks at approximately 9cm above the coil centre, where it reaches the value of 1730T 2 /m


∇2 B 2 (r) = ∇2 Bx2 + By2 + Bz2
h
i
= 2 |∇Bx |2 + |∇By |2 + |∇Bz |2


+ 2 Bx ∇2 Bx + By ∇2 By + Bz ∇2 Bz

(2.100)

The Laplacians of the individual components of B may further be evaluated by
writing
∂ ∂Bx
∂ ∂Bx
∂ ∂Bx
+
+
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y
∂z ∂z
∂ ∂By
∂ ∂Bz
∂ ∂Bx
=
+
+
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂x
∂z ∂x

∇2 Bx =

(2.101)

where the last equality is true due to the fact that the curl of the magnetic field
is zero, rot × B = 0, in absence of current and changing electric field, thus we
∂By
∂Bx
∂Bz
x
get ∂B
∂y = ∂x and ∂z = ∂x . As the differentials may be interchanged, this
leads to
∂
∇ Bx =
∂x
2



∂Bx ∂By
∂Bz
+
+
∂x
∂y
∂z


=

∂
(∇ · B) = 0
∂x

(2.102)

The last line in equation 2.100 therefore equals zero leaving us with terms
that will always be greater or equal zero, thus the required condition 2.99
can be fulfilled. Note that for paramagnetic samples χ > 0 and therefore the
induced magnetic moment m is positive (sample is attracted), thus changing
the condition for stable levitation to ∇2 B 2 (r) < 0, which as we have seen may
never be met. This is what is stated by Earnshaw’s theorem [40]. Note as well
that 2.99 is only a necessary condition, while a sufficient condition requires the
energy to have a minimum at the point of levitation.
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Chapter 3

Experimental techniques
In this chapter we will look at the experimental devices and methods we applied
to study the coarsening in three dimensional foam samples. The first and
foremost task of which was to get rid of, or at least strongly reduce the effect
of drainage. The topological changes induced by the gravitational force are
typically much stronger than those due to excess pressure gradients, that drive
the coarsening process (see section 2.2.1). Some possible ways to counteract
drainage were mentioned in section 2.4, the most prominent being the use of
stabilized foams. These include Gillette shaving foams which where used in
[15, 16] or self made simple foams made of surfactant, water, gas and glycerine
(to slows down the drainage effect)[30]. Another possibility is to constantly
add liquid from the top [29], thus keeping the liquid fraction roughly constant.
The disadvantages of those methods are obvious, as the stabilization of foams
against drainage is limited to intermediately dry foams, while the constant flow
of liquid makes the coarsening process even more complicated, as one has to
account for the forced drainage. The most ambitious attempt so far to measure
drainage free coarsening is a joint venture of several well known scientists to take
the experiment to the international space station (ISS) [18]. This is currently
scheduled for the near future.
A less expensive and yet elegant way to achieve foam stability against
drainage is to levitate the liquid phase of the foam in a strongly inhomogeneous magnetic field. As we have seen in the theory section 2.4.1, this requires
diamagnetic samples, as only those may be stably levitated in static fields. We
will discuss the properties of the magnet which was used to achieve the levitation in section 3.1. The use of strong magnetic fields entails a number of
restrictions on the experimental setup and on the choice of foam samples. To
study the bulk dynamics we applied diffuse transmission measurements and diffusing wave spectroscopy, the principles of which we already discussed in 2.3.1
and 2.3.2. We will therefore take a closer look at their various combinations
in our setup in section 3.3.2. As for the foam samples, we had to ensure that
the foam is able to levitate at fields and field-gradients feasible with our setup.
Furthermore the foam sample preparation had to be sufficiently fast and reproducible, as it had turned out that we could not reliably produce it inside the
magnet. We will discuss the sample preparation in section 3.2.
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Superconducting magnet

The magnet we use is a superconducting magnet manufactured by Oxford Instruments, capable of producing a maximum field of up to 20T , corresponding
to a current of 146A in the coil (see figure 3.1). It basically consists of approximately 20 km of Nb3 Sn wire which is wound up to a 40 cm long coil and placed
in a liquid helium bath for cooling. It has room temperature bore in vertical
direction which runs along the solenoid symmetry axis. The bore has a usable
diameter of 41mm, which thus is a leading constraint in our setup.
Helium inlet
AC power inlet
to pump

Nitrogen inlet
41 mm

Fig. 3.1: Left: Superconducting Nb3 Sn magnet from Oxford Instruments, capable of producing
a maximum field of 20T and a field field-gradient of 1730T 2 /m. A levitated strawberry may
be seen in the mirror on top of the magnet. Right: schematic drawing of the magnet.

The magnet may be operated in persistent mode, meaning that all external
power supplies are switched off, which should always be considered for safety
reasons. As we used the magnet to achieve diamagnetic levitation, the property
that will most concern us is, according to equation 2.96, the field times the fieldgradient, which at 20T has the value 1730T 2 /m, as may be seen from figure
2.12. The maximum field of 20T may only be reached by pumping of the
helium vapour, thus decreasing the temperature of the coil to 2.2K where the
helium becomes super fluid. At liquid helium temperature 4.2K the magnet
may only be operated up to a field of 18T , which for our samples is sufficient.
In general terms we speak of superconductivity reducing the resistance to zero,
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Fig. 3.2: Radial (left) and vertical (right) effective magnetic potential for water at 18T from
numerical integration of equation 2.95 using a field map for B∇B supplied by Oxford Instruments. Gravitational potential was subtracted. z = 0 in the vertical potential indicates the
point of levitation, which is just below the upper edge of the coil. A region of at least a cubic
centimetre is reasonably flat (effective acceleration < 0.01g)

which never matches experimental conditions, as there will always be a few
remaining impurities in the wire, resulting in a residual resistance. The loss
rate of field strength per hour in our magnet may roughly be calculated from
∆B = 3, 5 · 10−5 × Binitial . This will only be of importance if one plans to
run the magnet in persistent mode over a longer period. For the individual
experimental runs the change in field strength was negligible. However, as the
shape of the magnetic potential changes for a given diamagnetic sample if the
field strength is reduced, a reset to the initial value is recommended after a
couple of days.
Water has a magnetic susceptibility of χ ≈ 9 · 10−6 [SI] and a density of
ρ ≈ 103 [kg/m3 ], thus according to equation 2.96 it should levitate at B∇B ≈
1370[T 2 /m], which corresponds to a magnetic field strength of approximately
18T in our magnet. As levitation needs to be achieved for a three dimensional
sample of a certain size and not just a point, it is important to look at the
effective potentials the diamagnetic sample encounters while being levitated.
These will be different for z-direction and xy-plain. Figure 3.2 shows a plot
of the effective potentials in r- and z-direction at 18T calculated numerically
by integration of equation 2.95, using a field map from Oxford Instruments
to determine B∇B at each point and subtracting the gravitational potential.
There is a volume of at least a centimetre in z-direction where the effective
acceleration is less than 0.01g (being the derivative of the plotted potential).
In r-direction the potential is even flatter. The point at which the sample is
levitated is usually just below the upper edge of the superconducting coil.
The exact point of levitation as well as the field strength for a given sample may only be determined experimentally. This is partly due to the fact that
magnetic susceptibilities are often difficult to determine, thus potentially entailing sizeable errors or because one uses a mix of materials whose susceptibility
is unknown. However, the successful levitation of a diamagnetic sample determines its ratio of magnetic susceptibility and density χ/ρ rather precisely. Note
that there is not just a single value for the field strength were a sample may be
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levitated, but rather a narrow interval. Increasing the field strength from the
lowest value were levitation is achieved, will flatten the r potential. However, if
increased too high the slope on the tails become negative; physically this means
the sample gets pushed to the walls.

3.2

Foam samples

There is a large number of foaming agents available, and thus an even larger
variety of foaming solutions one may use. However, the choice of foam samples
is somewhat narrowed by the fact that the liquid fraction needs to be levitated
within a certain window of the field field-gradient B∇B < 1740T 2 /m. Fortunately the levitation point of water lies within this range at approximately
1370T 2 /m, which allows us to choose a simple foaming solution made of 8 parts
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 92 parts micropore water counted by weight
(for a schematic view of the molecule see figure 2.4). SDS is soluble in water,
hence it leaves the solution optically transparent. For the gas we chose nitrogen
that itself is diamagnetic.

Fig. 3.3: Left: Freely levitating SDS foam blob. Middle: Monodisperse SDS foam produced
with the setup in figure 3.4. Right: SDS foam made with the two syringe method.

The exact composition is the result of many trials, as in our first experiments
the SDS flocculated in the solution. We therefore tried to reduce the amount
of surfactant, however, too few surface active molecules limit the total surface
area that may be supported, thus the initial foam structure has to start from
fewer and larger bubbles. This was not ideal for the light scattering methods
we use to study the bulk dynamics, as they require a multiply scattering sample
at any given time. It turned out that the flocculation occurred since the critical
solubility is strongly temperature dependent and the room temperature bore in
the magnet needs free air convection to be warm. When blocked the vacuum
shield was not sufficient to isolate the sample and temperature could drop to
somewhat below zero degrees Celsius. The problem thus could be solved by
heating the sample container and allowing for some air convection between
sample holder and the walls of the bore.
Another point of concern was to find the right magnetic field strength. This
is easily done if one has settled for a particular foaming solution, but turned
out to be a hassle in the trials. To determine the levitation point of a foam

3.2 Foam samples
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mixture, first the liquid solution and then the foam itself was freely levitated
and its distance from bottom end of the bore measured with a ruler. This
involved a lot of sweeping of the magnetic field. The final composition of 8
percent SDS and 92 percent water foamed up with nitrogen gas was found to
levitate at field strengths of 17.7 to 17.95 Tesla in our magnet (see figure 3.3).
We chose 17.84 Tesla in our experiments as this leaves the effective potential
seen by the liquid fraction reasonably flat, while still not attract it to the walls.
Nitrogen was chosen as a gas, since it is diamagnetic, other then oxygen, that
is a paramagnet, and hence there was no additional driving mechanism for the
demixing of liquid and gas phase, but the coarsening process itself.

3.2.1

Foam sample preparation

Foam

Liquid

Gas

Most of us will have enjoyed making foam
bubbles at times, be it by violent stirring in soapy
water i.e. in the bath tub, blowing bubbles through
a wetted noose or air through a drinking pipe
into a foaming liquid. Some of us may even have
violently shaken cans of beer or bottles of champaign, put m&m’s into coke for a foam fountain.
The principles one may apply to make a reproducible liquid foam that will stand up to experimental standards, is not too different from those.
We desire the initial bubble size to be small, as
the sample size in our experiment is limited to
approximately 2 × 2 × 1 cubic centimetres where
the magnetic potential is more or less homogeneous. We could use a micro pipette instead of
a tube to blow bubbles into foaming solutions.
This produces bubbles of a very narrow size distribution as the size is determined by the size of
the tip, the flow rate of air and the proportion
of drag force to surface tension. The disadvantage is that the forming of a three dimensional
foam is slow and hence the liquid in the sample
has a long time to drain, before being used in the
experiment. We did not try foaming up samples
by over saturating its liquid with gas and then
releasing the overpressure.
We however found a foam generator that works
similar to the micro pipette yet resolves the disFig. 3.4: Foam generated by a
advantage of a surface foam. Parts of this foam constant flow of gas and liquid
generator may be seen in figure 3.4. It basi- through a micro capillary. May
cally consists of a pressurized flask which is partly be balanced to produce monodisfilled with a foaming solution. A micro capillary perse foam samples.
on the bottom allows gas to flow out of the flask. However, the pressure inside is kept constant by connecting it to a large pressure basin on top of the
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Foam

Fig. 3.5: Violently pushing a gas liquid mixture through the thin connecting tube for several
times from one syringe to the other produces a polidisperse foam sample. Liquid fraction
is controlled by filling one syringe with an amount of solution and the other syringe with
nitrogen gas, such that the sum of the filling adds up to 10ml.

flask. A third tube from below lets us add liquid to the solution inside. If the
liquid level reaches the upper end of the capillary the pure gas flow will stop
and a mix of gas and liquid escapes through the micro capillary, which will be
a foam. If the liquid and gas supplies are balanced correctly the bubbles will
be monodisperse in size (see middle of figure 3.3). To control the liquid flow
we used a syringe pump. To produce foam samples of varying liquid content,
the gas- to liquid-flow ratio could be changed, hence broadening the bubble
size distribution. The resulting foam however often had very large bubbles inside it. This was unfortunate as it reduced the effective size of the sample to
an unknown extend. Furthermore, the surrounding of the large bubble should
coarsen significantly faster as pressure gradients are much larger now.
An easy and yet very controllable way to make foams of any desired liquid
fraction, is the two syringe method (see figure 3.5) [39]. One syringe is filled
with SDS water solution of any amount and the other syringe with nitrogen gas,
such that the sum of both is a fixed value (we always had 10ml). The syringes
are connected to each other by a thin tube (inner diameter 0, 8mm) and a three
way valve. By violently pushing the liquid gas mixture from one syringe to the
other for several times (20 in our case), a smooth and polydisperse micro foam
is formed, which may be inserted through the exit tube into the sample holder.
Note that the final liquid fraction will be larger than the fraction of liquid in
the syringes since the nitrogen filled bubbles all have an excess pressure due
to Laplace’s law 2.5. If we refer to liquid fraction in our experiments we will
always refer to this initial liquid fraction in the syringes. While there is a systematic error in this determination, these should be constant for different filling
fractions. Moreover, a measurement of the liquid fraction is difficult and often
entails large errors itself. Weighing the sample holder after the experimental
run was not sufficiently precise. A possible way to measure the liquid fraction
is to make conductance measurements [31], which however is very difficult to
implement in our magnet. It may be argued that if the initial average bubble
size is about similar for each foam, since the pressure applied to the syringes
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is on average the same, and the number of cycles is constant too, the liquid
fraction should be proportional to the fraction set in the syringes. Note that
this is not important for us as we only rely on the assumption that the liquid
fraction in the foam will increase if we increase the relative amount of solution
in the syringe. Measuring the volume, which the foam takes up in comparison
to the volume of the pure phases (10ml) showed that a liquid fraction set to 25
percent in the syringes corresponded to about 29 to 30 percent liquid fraction
in initial foam composition.

3.3
3.3.1

Experimental setup
Sample cell

The constraints set by the use of the superconducting magnet entailed certain
limitations for the design of our setup. First of all, all materials used had to
be strictly non magnetic as many of the components are positioned close to the
maximum field. As we require milligravity for our samples, the usable volume
where the effective magnet potential is sufficiently flat, is restricted to a size
not larger than 2 centimeters in the radial and somewhat less in the vertical
direction.
We settled for a cylindrical sample container with an inner diameter
of 17mm and a height of 12mm (see
Glass lid
figure 3.6). This is about the maximum we dared using and it afforded
precise positioning of the cell inside
the magnet’s bore. We want the sample cell to be as large as possible, as
to safely apply our light scattering
techniques to it, the foam needs to
be multiple scattering at any time.
Heating coil
Since the coarsening dynamics we study
will increase the average size of the
bubbles this condition will at some
point not be accomplishable any longer. Fig. 3.6: Aluminium sample cell with inner volume of 17mm diameter times 12mm height.
A larger sample cell thus helps to ex- There is a thin heating coil wound around it
pand the individual experimental runs to keep the temperature constant. Bottom and
over a longer time period. The sam- top may be sealed by a glass plate.
ple cell itself is made of aluminium with a thin heating wire inlayed on its
outside to keep its temperature in the bore of the magnet constant. Bottom
and top may be sealed by a glass plate. The foam is inserted into the sample
cell outside of the magnet, and the cell is then closed and inserted into the
magnet at the end of a long tube. The purpose of the tube is to be able to fix
the sample cell at the desired position from the outside, as well as to reduce
reflection of light from the bores wall in the setup that uses the high speed
camera (see below), which is positioned outside of the magnet. For that reason
the inner side of the tube is clad with black velvet.
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DWS and DTL setup

To study the bulk dynamics of three dimensional liquid foams we chose to
apply the techniques of diffused transmission of light (DTL) and diffusing wave
spectroscopy (DWS) as theoretically described in the sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
In the DTL setup we collected parts of the diffuse light transmitted through
the sample with a photo diode. As a light source we used a Verdi solid state
laser 4W with a wavelength of 532nm manufactured by Coherent. As the
smallest emitted intensity is 0.5W , we placed a beam splitter crystal and a
linear polariser in the beam line to reduce the intensity such as needed.

Correlator
Voltmeter
PM

PC
Magnet
Diode

532 nm

Mirror

Fiber

Heating

Fig. 3.7: Coherent laser light (532nm) illuminates the sample cell inside the magnet from
below. A fraction of the diffuse transmitted light is captured by a photo diode, while a single
mode fiber selects a single speckle which is consequently detected with a photomultiplier tube
and processed in a correlator that saves the data on a PC.

The photo diode is a BPW35, which is a frequently used model that is known
to have a large linear response regime. Its active area is roughly 5 × 5 square
millimetres and is placed on top of the sample cell. Unfortunately the diode
had to be replaced several times as it could suddenly stop working properly.
This was probably due to the eddy currents induced while inserting the sample
cell and attached detectors inside the magnet. A schematic view of our setup
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may be seen in figure 3.7. The signal from the photo diode is amplified and
measured with a voltmeter.
The setup for the DWS measurements requires the recording of temporal intensity fluctuations. The light intensity transmitted through a diffusive sample
is not homogeneous in space, but rather shows bright and dark regions, which
we refer to as speckle pattern as discussed in section 2.3.2. The individual
speckles are points of constructive interference of a large number of independent light paths through the sample, so if a significant number of those paths
changes in time by a fraction of the wavelength due to movements of some of
its scatterers, the intensity of the speckles itself will fluctuate. As in general
there should be motion all over the sample, nearly all paths will change in time,
such that no static speckles should exist. A total change in path length by
half a wavelength will make the contribution of such a path destructive, thus
the speckles will exist for a certain time and then vanish to emerge at another
position. On average the intensity is constant. Since a path through a highly
scattering medium, such as a foam, is usually much longer than the sample
thickness, a large number of scattering sites are involved in it, which means the
distance each scatterer has to move to change the total path length by half of
its wavelength is very small. The timescale on which the speckles fluctuate will
thus be short even if the dynamics of the sample is not. This is the reason why
we will not notice the speckle pattern on a distant screen by solely observing
with our eyes. The intensity will rather seem homogeneous. It needs detectors capable to resolve these fast intensity fluctuations to record the intensity
autocorrelation functions in DWS experiments.
We use two different setups for our diffusing wave spectroscopy. The first
setup is shown in figure 3.7 and may be applied alongside the measurements
of diffused transmitted light. It consists of a single mode fiber selecting a
single speckle on top of the sample cell and recording its intensity in an ALV
photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier has a beam splitter crystal inside
to split the signal and record the two fractions independently. This allows us
to cross correlate the output signal from the photomultiplier tube to get rid
of the detector noise, that may otherwise be significant. The correlation is
done by the commercial correlator model flex02-12D from correlator.com. Its
minimum sampling time is 12ns which is much faster than what we require.
The correlator calculates the intensity autocorrelation function g2 (t) (equation
2.91) in real time, and the data is saved for further processing on a PC.
The laser is placed at a safe distance from the magnet, such that the laser
light travels a distance of about 6m until it hits the bottom plate of the sample
cell. We used the natural beam profile widened by divergence for our DWS
and DTL experiments, as this was the most robust setting. There is a mirror
installed underneath the magnet to guide the laser beam from the horizontal
direction vertically into the bore. Laser intensity was approximately 200mW ,
however, as the laser was used in other experiments as well, the exact value
could differ from one experimental run to another. As the laser light inevitably
heats the sample slowly we installed a self built remote controlled beam stop
in the beam line, such that exposure time was reduced to the actual recording
times.
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HSS5

We further chose to place a linear polariser between the top of the sample
cell and the detectors. This had the advantage of selecting just one speckle in
the single mode fiber (maximizing β to a value of one in this setup), as the
two polarization modes are in general uncorrelated to each other, which would
mean that m = 2 and thus β = 1/2 in equation 2.91.
The second setup (figure 3.8) replaces the photo diode and the single mode
fiber detection with a high speed camera. The active area of the chargedcoupled device (CCD) is used without any further optics between sample cell
and camera, but for a pinhole on the sample surface to better control the
speckle size and a polariser foil to collect the dynamics of a single set of speckles
while also protecting the CCD from optical bypasses in the late stage of foam
evolution. This lets us record the far field speckles, which will be independent
of the sample structure on surface.

Magnet
pinhole

532 nm

Mirror

Heating

Fig. 3.8: Second setup that has a high speed camera replace the photo diode and fiber. The
camera captures 1000 frames at a resolution of 512 × 512 per second. The individual frames
may be spatially correlated with each other to obtain information about the changes in the
dynamics that otherwise will be hidden in the average process during integration time of a
standard correlator. The pinhole had a diameter of 8mm and was used to control speckle size
on the CCD.

The camera is a High Speed Star 5 from LaVision that is capable of grabbing
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3000 frames per second with a resolution of 1024 × 1024 and a depth of 10 bit.
The camera has an inbuilt memory of 8GB, which needs to be downloaded to
the computer in between successive measurements. As this process takes some
time, one has to adjust the experimental procedure to it. We have learned
in section 2.2.2 that the bubble growth rate due to coarsening should scale as
hri ∝ tx , where x is 1/2 for intermediate and dry foams, while wet foams should
exhibit x = 1/3. This means we may expect the largest changes to appear in
the first half of the foam’s lifetime (assuming it is in a scaling state).
As the camera is not made for single photon detection, the signal to noise
ratio is rather bad. This is particularly true in the beginning where there are still
many small bubbles in the foam. To reduce the noise, we cooled the camera by
a constant flow of cold air thus reducing the noise by a factor of 1000. However,
during measurements this flow of air had to be shut off, since the vibration of
the ventilation driving it could be seen in the autocorrelation function. This is
due to the high sensitivity of DWS which only requires displacements of much
less than a wavelength to let a path decay, thus it may occur from any sort
of vibrational modes. Most of the time the studied decay will be much faster
than these vibrations and they will be buried in the noise of the baseline. If
the dynamics to be studied becomes slower than the external excitations, then
they become visible in the autocorrelation function. If the external signal is
periodic, the disturbance will be so as well. This may even be used to force the
autocorrelation function to fully decay when studying motions on the timescale
of the recording time.
The light scattering techniques described in section 2.3 may be related to the
foam topology by experiments applying additional direct observation methods
to the foam [32]. While this was not applicable for us in the chosen geometry and
setup, we could however perform direct observation experiments by inserting a
lipstick camera in the magnet bore from below and a strong diode illumination
from the top to study surface bubble dynamics as a calibration for our light
scattering techniques.

3.3.3

Measurement procedure

The magnet runs permanently on the required field strength during all longer
measurement periods, being shut down only for refilling of liquid helium. It
is set to 17.84T every second day, to ensure similar conditions for subsequent
runs. All experiments are done while the magnet is in persistent mode for safety
reasons. The laser and camera both need a certain time to reach operational
temperature. The foam is prepared outside the magnet using the two syringe
method, filled into the sample cell, sealed and lowered into the magnets bore
to its levitation point at the end of a long tube from above. The sample cells
heating is switched on and the first data recorded about five to ten minutes after
foam creation. The entire procedure needs to be fast as we do not want the
foam sample to be subject to drainage for longer than necessary. In previous
experiments we had tried to fill the foam into a sample cell from the outside,
while the cell was already placed at the levitation position, using a thin tube.
However, this proofed to be disadvantageous as the transition of foam through
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the thin tube required a large pressure that was instantly relieved as the foam
entered the sample cell. We thus got large bubbles and often enclosures of air
which could not escape through a pressure valve.
As the changes in the dynamics are larger in the beginning of the foam’s
lifetime, data points are taken more frequently at the start, while integration
time for averaging needs not to be as long. To be able to measure diffused
transmission, the laser intensity needs to be constant, which means there will
as well be little intensity in the PMT at the start. As the intensity transmitted
should scale as the square root of time the range of intensity seen by both
detectors is rather wide. In this the photomultiplier tube is the more sensitive
component. To get into a regime of the intensity where both detectors could
work as intended we linked a multi mode fiber between the single mode fiber
and detector, and made the connection only as good as would put the signal
into the desired regime of a couple kHz to start with. Although there is a
linear polariser foil between the sample cell and the detectors that is in crossed
direction to the laser polarization, still care must be taken not to get any optical
short cuts in the sample. The adjustment of the polariser is difficult as it is
affixed to the sample cell which is inserted into the magnet only after being
filled, thus the positioning depends on a mark on the outside. Optical bypasses
were largely due to a sudden premature decease of the sample (faster demixing
of gas and liquid phase), and could appear for instance, if there were large
enclosures of gas in the sample or if the positioning of the sample cell was
not ideal and the sample did not truly levitate. Also, the glass plate of the
sample cell could sometimes break if fixed irregularly, thus leaking pressure.
The detection of ballistic light always marked the end of the measurement as
the sample could not be considered diffusive any longer. This may be seen from
the shape of the intensity autocorrelation function which exhibited something
of a weak second decay on the timescale of seconds. This is due to the fact that
there is now a significant fraction of photons that will be scattered only a few
times in addition to the ballistic photons, which thus will only weakly depend
on the foams dynamics. These paths may decay because of vibrations in the
setup or dust particles in the beam line. It could often be judged from the foam
condition at the end of the measurement if the experiment had been a success.

Chapter 4

Data processing and analysis
In the following chapter we will explain in some detail how the collected data
was processed and analyzed for comparison with the theoretical descriptions
developed in chapter 2. Experiments where done for a large number of SDS
foam samples with varying liquid fraction. Most of these experiments were
run with the first setup described in the previous chapter using a photo diode
and DWS setup with the correlator in transmission geometry. The data was
saved as voltages and intensity autocorrelation functions and their analysis is
described in section 4.1. Some experiments were carried out with the second
setup, using the high speed camera. Data there is saved as a series of pictures
and its processing is explained in section 4.2.

4.1

DTL and DWS analysis

The data from the diffuse transmission measurements were saved as voltages
that should be directly proportional to the fraction of intensity transmitted
onto the photo diodes active area. The transmission coefficient T was found to
be
It
5 l∗
=T ≈
I0
3L

(4.1)

in section 2.3.1, where we wrote T as the ratio of transmitted diffuse intensity It
to the incident light intensity I0 . As we only collect a fraction of the transmitted light and since laser intensity could be altered slightly between successive
experimental runs, because the laser was used by someone else, the voltages do
not determine l∗ precisely in our experiments. Thus we have to write
Td = c

l∗
L

(4.2)

where Td is the measured voltage (after amplification) proportional to the fraction of diffuse transmitted intensity on the chip and c is a constant incorporating
all constants of proportionality as well as the incident light intensity. c may differ from one experimental run to another, however, may be considered constant
for the period of a single experimental run, as laser stability was very good
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Fig. 4.1: Left: Photo diode voltage that is proportional to transmitted intensity plotted versus
foam age. Right: Double logarithmic plot to extract the scaling power from the slope of a
linear fit.

nor was anything else changed within the setup. Thus the measured relative
changes of the measured voltages determine the relative changes of l∗ in the
sample rather precisely.
On the left side of figure 4.1 we plotted the measured voltages versus foam
age. If we assume the transport mean free path l∗ to be proportional to the
average bubble size, as we discussed in section 2.3, the scaling of the transmitted
intensity being proportional to l∗ should be the same as the scaling of the
average bubble radius hri. To extract the scaling exponent we plot the data
from the photo diode in a double logarithmic plot (see right hand side of figure
4.1). A scaling behavior should yield a straight line, where the scaling exponent
may then be obtained from the slope of the curve.
It may be important to note that self similar states which are the basis for
scaling behavior may be reached only after a short period of reorganization in
the foam. In Gillette foam, scaling behavior could be observed after a period of
20 minutes [15]. In our foams, the first data point taken is often 5 − 10 minutes
after foam creation. The first data points could sometimes be off the curve but
we could not identify a certain constant regime where there is yet no coarsening. In contrast the dynamics could sometimes be faster in the first minutes in
particular for wet foams, which we may contribute to the repositioning of the
liquid fraction which had already started to drain in the time the foam was not
in its levitation position.
For the diffusing wave spectroscopy with the single mode fiber and correlator, the data saved included the intensity autocorrelation function g2 (t). In
section 2.3.2 we learned that for the transmission geometry the expected decay
of the field autocorrelation function is to a first approximation characterized by
an exponential decay, with the form
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Fig. 4.2: Left: Fit of (g2 (t) − 1)/β to the data points to obtain the decay time τD . Right:
Integration of (g2 (t) − 1)/β as alternative route.
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l∗
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(4.3)

where we defined the decay time τD = −1/Γ1 . We shall for a moment not cond
∆r2 (t)
cern ourselves with the derivative of the mean square displacement dt
on the right hand side of the above equation, but rather try to find an easy
way to extract the decay time τD from our measurements. We may do so by
writing the dominant decay of the field autocorrelation function in dependence
of the intensity autocorrelation function g2 , as this is the quantity accessible to
us. The two functions are linked to each other by the Siegert relation
g2 (t) = 1 + β |g1 (t)|2 ≈ 1 + βe−2t/τD

(4.4)

To obtain the decay time τD we are thus left with two methods to compute it,
the first being a fit of the exponential function to the data and the second a
numeric integration of
Z
0

∞

g2 (t) − 1
dt =
β

Z
0

∞

e−2t/τD dt =

τD
2

(4.5)

The requirement of an integration up to infinity is experimentally not accomplishable, however the integration for times much larger than τD should not
contribute much to it as the correlation function will have decayed to a base
value. The value of β is obtained from the intercept by averaging of the first
couple of hundred data points.
We used both methods in the analysis of our data and never obtain a significant difference in terms of relative changes. The integration was typically

2
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Fig. 4.3: Intensity correlation functions of a SDS foam sample with 18 percent initial liquid
fraction. The different g2 ’s correspond to different foam ages, wherein the faster decays
generally mark the dynamics in a young foam sample.

performed only to the point were g2 (t) drops below 5 percent of its initial value,
thus only representing the relative changes in decay time. The choice of this
value was arbitrary yet had the advantage of being more robust, as much of
the integration should otherwise be adding up noise, which should cancel out,
but sometimes did not i.e. because there was a vibration in the setup and the
integration time is finite.
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Fig. 4.4: Decay time τD versus foam age. The different colors stand for different methods of
determining the decay time τD as indicated in the graph.

For each foam sample, we may acquire multiple intensity correlation functions that will each stand for the average dynamics in the foam at the time of
their recording (see figure 4.3). The decay times of all measurements done in
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Fig. 4.5: Product of the logarithm of the autocorrelation function measurement (g2 (t) − 1)/β
times the squared value of the data from the photo diode Td2 yield a term directly proportional
to the mean squared displacement < ∆r2 (t) >, thus showing its functional dependence on
time.

a single experimental run can thus be plotted versus the foam age, similar to
how it was done for the diode voltages. Again a double logarithmic plot shows
if and what kind of scaling behavior was observed in the foam sample. As all
experimental runs had a particular initial liquid fraction, dependent on what
was set in the two syringes (see section 3.2.1), similar foam samples should yield
comparable scaling behaviors. An example of this decay time τD dependence
on the foam age is shown in figure 4.4, where we also compare the methods
described above.
In addition to the computation of the decay time τD we may use the data
obtained in the diffuse transmission measurement as a substitute for l∗ /L in
equation 4.3, but for a constant factor. We therefore take the negative logarithm of the last term in equation 4.3, at a given foam age, and multiply it
with c2 (l∗ /L)2 , that is with the squared value obtained in the photo diode for
the same foam age. This effectively eliminates the transport mean free path
dependency from the equation, leaving us with

Td2






2
(g2 (t) − 1)
d
2 k0
2
− log
=c
∆r (t) t = a2 k02 ∆r2 (t)
β
3 dt

(4.6)

Where the last equality is true for all algebraic time dependencies of the mean
squared displacement, (i.e. not exponential ones). Plotting equation 4.6 should
yield the functional dependence of the mean squared displacement ∆r2 (t) on
time, i.e. a Brownian sample is expected to display a linear dependence since
it has ∆r2 (t) = 6Dt. In figure 4.5 we plotted a single data set (a particular
foam age) from a foam of 27 percent initial liquid fraction.
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High speed camera data correlation

A large number of experimental runs were done using the photo diode and single mode fiber intensity correlation with the correlator. There are a number of
advantages and disadvantages to this kind of setup. The most notable advantage being the very good time resolution (lag time as low as 12, 5ns), making
it ideal for the observation of fast dynamical processes. In addition, the signal
detection in the photomultiplier tube is very sensitive, which helps to get a good
signal to noise ratio. Its major disadvantage may be seen in the relatively long
integration time to provide statistically significant averaging for determining
the correlation function. This is due to the limitation given by the fluctuation
of a single speckle point. By long we mean that it needs to be much longer than
the dynamics one wants to observe, typically at least a factor of one hundred.
It thus will always yield an average of the dynamics, which is often the quantity
required, yet sometimes is insufficient, if either the dynamics is very slow, thus
the integration time becomes too short due to experimental restrictions or the
dynamical processes in the sample under investigation are not homogeneous in
their temporal evolution. Foams fall into the last category as they are generally found to have heterogeneous dynamics, due to the sudden rearrangement
involving a large number of bubbles that necessarily causes a large total displacement in the photon paths. The rearrangements themselves are local events
that however may induce vibrations and changes in curvature in a much larger
volume than that of actual bubble repositioning. As the rearrangements are
the result of a build up of stress in the separating wall of clustered bubbles
due to the exchange of gas molecules according to Laplace’s law, there will be
an induction of motion from them proportional to the rate of growth of bubble
size. Hence, to relate the mean free path length l∗ to the coarsening process, we
need to average over a large number of rearrangement events, as the individual
rearrangements may strongly differ in size and length. This makes the use of
the correlator with its averaging mode an ideal instrument to study the mean
dynamics induced by the coarsening.
On the other hand, a spatially resolved setup using a CCD camera can also
be used with complementary advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantages
of a CCD are its limited frame rate and photon sensitivity. However, while the
single mode fiber setup follows the fluctuation of single speckle, the camera
follows many speckles at once, enabling us to average over different speckle
positions rather than simply over time, hence allowing for a much shorter measurement time. To calculate the intensity autocorrelation function we may
therefore write
*
g2 (τ ) =

hI(t) ∗ I(t + τ )ip
hI(t)ip hI(t + τ )ip

+
(4.7)
τ

where I(t) now refers to the entire frame recorded at time t and h...ip denotes an
average over all pixels (for further reading see [33, 34, 35]). This lets us try to
resolve the rate of change in the heterogeneous foam dynamics. We may do so by
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Fig. 4.6: Left: Intensity autocorrelation function calculated with the spatial correlation
method from equation 4.7. Frame size was 256 × 256 and frames correlated were 500 at
each time, while the entire frame series consisted of 10000 frames. The red curve is a fit of
exp(−t/τD ) to the data. Right: Comparison of high speed camera data correlation (time
averaging) to the correlator output.

capturing a long series of frames and calculating many intensity autocorrelation
functions from it, using spatial correlations on a subset of subsequent frames,
thus obtaining g2 for that particular time window. As the dynamics are typically
on the timescale of milliseconds, we chose to correlate 500 frames that were
recorded at a frame rate of 1000 frames per second and a resolution of 256 × 256
pixels. The limiting value was not the disk space on the camera itself, which
is 8Gb, but rather the speed at which the data was transfered via Ethernet
connection to the main PC. Only after a complete download could the camera
be used to capture a new series of frames. We therefore restricted ourselves to
a maximum of 100 seconds in the recording time, which equals 100.000 frames
per measurement.
Figure 4.6 shows on its left side a single intensity autocorrelation function
(g2 (t)−1)/β obtained by applying the spatial correlation method from equation
4.7 to a set of subsequent frames, where the inset red curve is a fit of the
exponential decay exp(−2t/τD ) to the data. Note how the fit, while being in
good agreement with the data points, may yield a different result for the decay
time τD as a numeric integration. In particular if the fitting becomes less reliable
the integration methods may still supply us with a more robust information
about the timescale of the decay. Care must be taken that the autocorrelation
function (g2 (t)−1)/β decays to zero, as otherwise a considerable contribution to
the integration method results from static contributions that raise the baseline
level. On the left side of figure 4.6 we plotted the autocorrelation functions
from a correlator and high speed camera which were obtained simultaneously
from a single sample in transmission mode. The good agreement shows nicely
how a high speed camera may be used to follow slower dynamics in a diffusing
sample.
To use the frames for correlation, we assemble them in a three dimensional
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Fig. 4.7: Speckle series of a SDS foam at 100min after foam creation (20 percent liquid
fraction). Time difference between pictures is 10ms. Yellow circle marks the emergence and
vanishing of a speckle spot.
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Fig. 4.8: Multiple intensity autocorrelation functions determined by spatial correlation of
frames and then averaging first over pixels and finally over time. All g2 ’s belong to a single
measurement series from the high speed camera. The starting point of successive g2 ’s was
shifted in time by 50ms, thus each correlation function characterizes the dynamics in the time
window of correlation in the long series of pictures taken. The series was recorded 360 minutes
after foam creation of a SDS foam sample with 34 percent initial liquid fraction. The thick
green curve is the time correlation over 100.000 frames, using only 10 × 10 pixels.

matrix, where two dimensions correspond to the frame size and the third is the
time series of the frames. The actual correlation is performed by multiplying
this three dimensional matrix with an identical copy of itself that was shifted in
time by a time τ , and then averaging, first over all pixels and then over time as
indicated in equation 4.7. As all the speckles have an average persistence time,
this means that two subsequent frames in the time domain will be identical to
each other but for a factor determined by the probability for a single existing
speckle to decay on the timescale of the framerate. Figure 4.7 shows a subset
of frames from a series taken with the high speed camera at a frame rate of
1000 frames per second. The time difference between the frames is 50ms. The
yellow circle indicates the position of an emerging and then vanishing speckle
spot. The time this process takes is strongly dependent on whether the pictures
were taken during or in between larger rearrangement events.
To follow the the change of these dynamics we use a small subset of subsequent frames (i.e. 500) from the long time series (typically 105 frames) to
calculate our first intensity autocorrelation function. Then we shift the starting
point by a number of frames (i.e. by 50) and repeat the process of correlation.
In this way we obtain up to 2000 correlation functions from a single time series,
that will all overlap by 90 percent with the previous and next ones. Each of
the correlation functions will have a particular decay time τD , that characterizes the timescale of the average dynamics over the time of correlation (for 500
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Fig. 4.9: Intensity distribution on a single frame recorded at a frequency of 1kHz is to a good
approximation exponential.

frames this is half a second). It may be extracted in the ways we described in
the previous section. We chose to use the integration over (g2 (t) − 1)/β up to
a time value at which the function first dropped below the threshold value of
0.01. Plotting all decay times from a single frame series versus time should then
reveal the rate of change in the dynamics due to large or small rearrangement
events in the foam sample. Figure 4.8 shows the multiple correlation functions
from a frame series taken 360 minutes after creation, using a SDS foam sample
that was produced with the two syringe method at an initial liquid fraction of
34 percent.
Another point of concern may be the question of whether the decay could
be captured entirely by the high speed camera, as the smallest lag time is only
1ms. A solution to this should be to record at higher frame rates, which was
experimentally not feasible due to the loss of intensity on the CCD. If there
was a significant amount of the decay being faster than the frame rate the
speckles on the individual frames should be smeared out and thus the intensity
distribution from equation 2.92 should no longer be exponential. In figure 4.9
we however observe a near exponential distribution of the intensity on the single
frames. Note that the low sensitivity of the CCD may indicate that the intensity
distribution is not fully recorded and thus the histogram presented in figure 4.9
would only show the higher intensity tail which then is found to be exponential.
Faster dynamics would thus be hidden in the noise on the CCD. However, the
data from comparable measurements with the single mode fiber and correlator
suggests that the decay should be of the order of milliseconds or slower (see
right hand side of figure 4.6)
In figure 4.10 we plotted the time evolution of the decay time τD and hence
the change in dynamics in our sample as obtained from numerical integration of
the correlation functions in figure 4.8. The step size was 50ms and the relative
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Fig. 4.10: Change in decay time τD over time as calculated from numeric integration of the
intensity autocorrelation function (g2 (t) − 1)β from figure 4.8. Integration stopped when the
function first dropped below a certain threshold value (to get rid of the second peak). The
red line indicates the mean of the decay time < τD > and is thus the quantity that compares
to the decay time measured in time correlation methods.

changes in decay time τD can be drastic over only a couple of steps. This means
the foam sample suddenly went from a slow or almost static phase, where the decay times are large, to a fast dynamical phase where decay times became rather
small or vise versa. This may be seen as a fingerprint of the rearrangement
events in the sample, where bubbles will all of a sudden reposition themselves
after having slowly deformed and built up topological stress in the previous
phase. The dynamical phase of a rearrangement event may be compared to an
avalanche, where the repositioning of one bubble forces a couple of other bubbles to change their position too and so forth until a new configuration is found
where a large part of the stress has ceased. Further relaxation may be achieved
from smaller displacements of only a few bubbles, which will not cause entire
avalanches as the foam sample is already in a lower energy state. When the
bubbles found a new quasi-equilibrium position no further changes in bubble
position should occur, instead this configuration will again build up internal
stress by bubble deformation due to the coarsening effect from Laplace’s law,
until a new avalanche will relax it once again. In wet foam samples the bubbles
have more freedom of space to escape from deformation and thus we may expect
the heterogeneous dynamics to be less advanced. Qualitative differences should
already show in the time traces of the decay time τD such as the one we plotted
in figure 4.10.
We may already preclude at this point that the information to be drawn
from the time traces of τD is limited, as the signal is too short to obtain a
good statistical value. The correlation methods we so far made use of will not
work here, as no proper definition of a baseline will be possible at such a low
recording times to signal length ratio, in particular the integration method will
entail huge errors. A better way to characterize the mean periodicity in short
signal records such as ours, is to calculate the variance σ 2 (∆t), here of the decay
time τD (∆t) from its mean value hτD (∆t)it , for each possible delay time ∆t on
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Fig. 4.11: Left: Arbitrary sinus-cosine function generated for the calculation of the variance,
where δt is a small random value. Right: Variance of the function on the left. The variance
σ 2 (∆t) = [f (∆t) − hf (∆t)i]2 is seen to increase while the delay time ∆t is shorter than the
longest detectable signal length. Its asymptotic value will equal the average of the squared
total dispersion from the mean value.

the data record.
D
E
σ 2 (∆t) = [τD (∆t) − hτD (∆t)i]2

t

(4.8)

If our data sets had a periodic signal hidden in them, the variance should
increase while the time interval ∆t is shorter than the average length of this
signal and should then level off to the average variance from the mean value.
This is schematically demonstrated in figure 4.11, where we generated some
arbitrary sin / cos-function that is shown on the left side in the graph and
calculated the variance σ 2 from it for a number of discrete values 0.05s < ∆t <
60s. The right hand side of figure 4.11 shows the resulting variance σ 2 (∆t) in a
double logarithmic plot, where we may identify the point at which the variance
has its first local maximum as the period of the faster signal, and the global
maximum as the repetition time of the slowest detectable signal in the recorded
data string.
It is unlikely that the variances calculated from the time traces of τD will
show the same kind of distinguishable feature as our testing function. Therefore
we will try to further investigate the variance signal by calculating the logarithmic derivative of it and subsequently performing a numerical integration
up to a threshold value tth . The threshold is needed as the variance function
may never exhibit a real maximum and hence the logarithmic derivative of it
would not be crossing the abscissa (which may otherwise be used to extract the
period timescale). The time obtained from the integration should then yield an
approximate value for the dominant fluctuation time τf in the time trace.
Z
τf ≈
0

tth

d log σ 2
dt
d log t

(4.9)

Chapter 5

Experimental results
The following chapter is dedicated to the results obtained from applying the
experimental techniques we discussed in chapter 3. Data was analysed and
processed in the way explained in the previous chapter and some comparison
may be made to the theoretical predictions we derived in the theory part. We
may start by recapitulating the line of argument made at the beginning of our
light scattering section 2.3. We claimed that our light scattering techniques
are able to follow the evolution of a foam by yielding measurement results
which relate to the average bubble radius in the foam sample at any given
time of its age. For this to be true the quantity obtainable from DTL and
DWS, the transport mean free path l∗ must have a functional relation to the
average bubble size. We argued that, since in a foam the scattering sites are
the interfaces and vertices, the scattering mean free path l, as the average
distance a photon travels between scatterers, should scale as the average size of
the bubbles, as no change of direction in the photons path should occur while
it travels inside a bubble. This in terms would justifies the assumption that
the transport mean free path l∗ relates to the size of the average bubble in a
similar way, so that l∗ ∝ hri, as it may in general be expressed by the scattering
mean free path in the form given in equation 2.50. Experimental evidence for
this linear dependence was found by Vera et al. [32] for Gillette shaving foam,
where they applied optical microscope measurements alongside the diffusing
light techniques. They found i.e. that l∗ ≈ 3.5 hri for their Gillette shaving
foam samples.

5.1

Surface bubble evolution and diffuse transmission of light

The limited experimental space inside the magnets bore did not allow us to use
video analysis together with our light scattering methods DWS and DTL on the
same foam sample. We however could use a lipstick camera with a microscope
objective to collect some pictures of an evolving foam from underneath where
it is levitated, while having a strong light source placed above it, that in our
case consisted of several bright LED’s. The picture series taken could then
be examined for the evolution of surface bubbles. For the analysis we simply
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Fig. 5.1: Evolution of mean bubble size in a SDS foam sample of 20 percent initial liquid
fraction determined by video analysis of its surface bubbles. The sample is levitated and
pictures are taken from below at different foam ages. Average bubble size then is determined
from counting surface bubbles and relating one over the number N of bubbles thus found
√ to
the average cross section of the bubbles. The mean radius hri is then proportional to 1/ N .
The slope of a linear fit in the double logarithmic plot determines the scaling exponent to
0.45.

counted the number of bubbles on the frames at different foam ages and took
the inverse of it as a proportion for the average bubble cross section and hence
we obtain from the square root of the the inverse number
1
√ ∝ hri
N

(5.1)

where N denotes the number of bubbles on a frame. If neither the resolution
nor the focus point of the camera are changed over the period of the experimental run, the constants of proportionality
at different foam ages should be about
√
equal. We may therefore plot 1/ N in a double logarithmic plot versus foam
age to yield the scaling of the mean bubble radius hri. This was done in figure
5.1 for a SDS foam sample of an initial liquid fraction of 20 percent. A linear
fit to the data in the double logarithmic plot gives us a slope of 0.45, which
then corresponds to the scaling exponent of the mean bubble radius on foam
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age. This experimentally determined scaling exponent is close to the expected
value of an interface kinetic limited dry or intermediate dry foam sample, for
which we derived the theoretic scaling behaviour in section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 to
hriik ∝ t1/2

(5.2)

The term interface kinetic limited refers to the fact that the time scale at
which gas molecules are dissolved in the liquid or incorporated into a bubble
is slower then the average time it takes for a gas molecule to diffuse from one
bubble to another. Hence this is the timescale that will be observed in the
experiment. That diffusion is so fast is mainly owed to the existence of thin
separating liquid walls taking up large parts of the bubbles surface in dry and
intermediate dry foams, making the distance a gas molecule on average has to
diffuse very short. The opposite becomes true in wet foams, where bubbles
are spherical and contacts are point like, forcing the major part of the gas
molecules that dissolve into the liquid phase to diffuse some time before they
get incorporated into some bubbles again. The process then becomes dominated
by diffusion as this tells us how fast a pressure gradient due to supersaturation
of the liquid phase on a local spot spreads to its surrounding. We will therefore
refer to it in the following as diffusion limited. The scaling behaviour of the
average bubble size in the diffusion dominated regime of a wet foam was in
section 2.2.3 derived to be
hridl ∝ t1/3

(5.3)

The scaling exponent extracted from figure 5.1, corresponds to the one found
by Durian et al. for Gillette shaving foams [15]. We should however be careful
as the counting of surface bubbles may not correctly reflect the average bubble
size in the bulk at each foam age. To probe the bulk dynamics we collected
diffuse transmitted laser light with a photo diode to measure the transmission
coefficient T . This was done multiple times at different foam ages. The resulting
data for the transmitted diffuse light intensity could once more be plotted in a
double logarithmic plot versus foam age to yield any existing scaling behaviour.
From section 4.1 we expect the measured intensities Td (which in our case is
collected as voltages of the photo diode) to scale as
l∗
∝ hri ∝ tx
(5.4)
L
where the scaling exponent x should be either x = 1/2 if the coarsening dynamics is interface kinetic limited, or x = 1/3 if it is diffusion dominated. The
experiment was run for a large number of SDS foam samples of different liquid
fraction to look for a transition from the one regime to the other. In figure
5.2 we plotted some of the resulting transmitted intensity curves. Note that
the units of the transmitted intensity in the plot are arbitrary as we did not
determine any absolute values, thus only relative changes are measured. The
curves were normalized such that at time 1min their value was 1. This was
done for a better visualization of the distinct scaling regimes. The solid line
in the figure refers to an exponent x = 1/2, while the dashed line stands for
Td ∝

T r a n s m itte d in te n s ity
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Fig. 5.2: Diffuse transmitted light measurements (DTL) are used to follow the evolution of
average bubble size in three dimensional foam samples of varying liquid fraction, as T ∝ hri.
The solid line represents a scaling exponent for hri ∝ tx with x = 1/2, which we identified
as the interface kinetic dominated regime, meaning the dissolving and incorporation process
of gas molecules out of and into the bubbles is much slower than the time it takes the gas
molecules to diffuse from one bubble to another. The dashed curve is the solution for x = 1/3,
that corresponds to a growth regime that is limited by the diffusion of gas molecules in the
liquid phase.

x = 1/3. Some of the data curves may be seen to fit well to the interface kinetic
dominated regime, while some others may be identified to be in the diffusion
limited regime. Those are the foam samples that had an initial liquid fraction
either lower than 25 or higher than 35 percent. In the intermediate regime the
scaling exponent was found to be in between these two boundaries. We may
think of it as a superposition of the two scaling states, in the way that we may
write for the average bubble size
hri (t) = at1/2 + bt1/3

(5.5)

where a should relate to the ratio of surface area of the average bubble
that is taken up by thin separating walls, and b to the amount of surface area
adjacent to Plateau borders, as here the dissolved gas molecules need to diffuse
some larger distance before they may encounter another bubble. If a >> b, as
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Fig. 5.3: All the scaling exponents extracted from DTL measurements, such as they may be
seen in figure 5.2, plotted versus initial liquid fraction of the foam samples. A transition regime
between 25 and 35 percent initial liquid fraction is observed, where the scaling exponent drops
from x = 1/2 (solid blue line) to x = 1/3 (dashed green line). Note that initial liquid fraction
refers to the ratio of liquid to uncompressed gas before the mixing to a foam sample. The
actual liquid fraction of the foam samples were therefore higher. Experimentally this made
about 5 percent in the transition regime, so 25 percent liquid fraction before mixing translated
into approximately 30 percent liquid fraction in foam.

will be the case for dry and intermediately dry foams, the scaling behaviour
will be dominated by the square root dependence. In contrary, if we consider
a wet foam the contact areas shrink to point like zones, which would mean
that a should go to zero and the dynamics will entirely be determined from
the t1/3 term. In the intermediate regime we should see a superposition of
the two distinct coarsening dynamics. Figure 5.2 shows foam samples with
the expected asymptotic scaling behaviour, as well as some in between. The
fact that the ones in between the asymptotic limits still appear to be straight
lines in the double logarithmic plot, is partly owed to the slow transition in
the above equation from an early t1/3 behaviour to a late time dominant t1/2
scaling. Experimentally we may neither measure at very short times nor truly
in the asymptotic regime, hence it is well possible that the curves appear to
have a single scaling exponent, as no tails may be observed and the functional
dependence changes slowly. For some further analysis we fitted the intermediate
foam samples to a single scaling exponent.
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A plot of all scaling exponents obtained in our experiments versus the initial
liquid fraction of their foam samples may now be used to better reveal the
transition from the interface kinetic dominated dry foam regime to the gas
diffusion limited wet foams. Figure 5.3 nicely shows this transition. Note
again that the liquid fraction is not the liquid fraction of the foam sample, but
rather the ratio of SDS foaming solution to unpressurised nitrogen gas in the
two syringes as was discussed in section 3.2.1. The liquid fraction in the foam
samples was therefore higher. Experimentally the difference was found to be
about 5 percent in the transition regime, such that 25 percent liquid fraction
in the figure 5.3 translate into approximately 30 percent liquid fraction in the
foam sample. The experimental determination of the foam liquid fraction has
large error values, hence the ratio of the unmixed components was used for a
better consistency.

5.2

Diffusing wave spectroscopy

If we assume a direct dependence of the transport mean free path l∗ on the
average bubble radius hri as we did above, the recording of the change in transmitted intensity of diffuse light supplied us with some knowledge about the
growth rate of the average bubble size on timescales of minutes to hours. This
growth is due to the exchange of gas molecules between bubbles, letting the
larger ones grow and the smaller ones shrink until they vanish, resulting in yet
another bubble size to become the smallest in the size distribution. This will
eventually continue until there is only a single large bubble left thus fully separating the gas and liquid phase. However, the bubbles will not just sit on static
positions and grow or shrink respectively. Instead, the slow change in volume
due to gas diffusion will build up stress in the foam sample as bubbles will deform, to better fill up the space in their actual configuration. This deformation
highers the internal energy state of the foam, as it increases surface tension.
The only barrier for the foam sample to relax to a new bubble configuration,
where the bubbles regain some of their spherical shape, is that the way to this
new configuration requires individual bubbles to deform even stronger, to become capable of slipping into vacant liquid space. If however, the stress built
up is sufficient to reposition a single bubble, this will often cause other bubbles
to follow in track, creating entire avalanches of bubbles rearranging position
until a new quasi-equilibrium configuration is found.
While caused by the growth of the average bubble size, these rearrangement
events are not accessible from DTL measurements, neither are the dynamics
they induce, as the photo diode will simply integrate them out. Diffusing wave
spectroscopy (DWS) in contrast is well equipped to take on this problem, as it
follows the changes in photon paths due to motion of the scatterers, i.e. it correlates the evolution of the speckle pattern caused by constructive and destructive
interference of different photon paths through the sample. The characteristic
function measured in DWS experiments, the intensity autocorrelation function
g2 (t), will decay on the timescale of the dynamics in the probed sample. In section 2.3.2 and 4.1 we found that g2 (t) should, to a good approximation, decay
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Fig. 5.4: Scaling behaviour of the decay time τD ∝ ty with foam age is observed for a brought
range of foam samples with altered liquid fraction. A transition regime may again be marked
between 25 to 35 percent liquid fraction. The decay time τD is proportional to (l∗ )2 , which
was found to scale as (tx )2 depending on the limiting process in the dynamics, and to the
inverse of the mean squared displacement 1/( ∆r2 (t) ). The solid line represents a scaling
exponent of y = 3/2, and the dashed line y = 2/3. In the transition regime the curves may be
seen to exhibit two distinct scaling exponent. This may be explained by a sudden narrowing
of the bubble size distribution, once all small bubbles have ceased to exist, leaving behind
only larger bubbles that developed non zero contact zones to their neighbours, thus allowing
for a more direct gas transfer.

as
g2 (t) − 1
≈ e−2t/τD
β

(5.6)

where β is determined from the first couple of data point and generally depends
on optical parameters, and τD is the decay time characterizing the dynamics in
the sample. Since we may directly obtain g2 (t) from the correlator, the decay
time τD is accessible in the way discussed in section 4.1. Recording the intensity
autocorrelation function at different foam ages, therefore supplied us with the
timescale of the dynamics at the different foam ages. To see any scaling of
the samples dynamics, we plot the decay times τD versus foam age in a double
logarithmic plot. Figure 5.4 shows some of the obtained decay time curves.
Again the curves were normalized for a better visualization. Once more we
may identify two asymptotic regimes, this time at approximately 3/2 and 2/3,
and a transition region in between.
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To understand this behaviour, we need to look at the physical quantities
determining the decay time τD . We had defined τD = −1/Γ1 , wherein Γ1 stands
for the first cumulant of the decay of the field autocorrelation function g1 (t),
that was in section 2.3.2 derived to
(
! )
 2
2
k
L
d
g1 (t) ≈ eΓ1 t = e−t/τD = exp
− 0
∆r2 (t) t
(5.7)
3 l∗
dt
This means the decay time τD is proportional only to the square of the transport
mean free path l∗ and to the inverse of the derivative of the mean squared
displacement ∆r2 (t) . We did already see that l∗ ∝ hri ∝ tx and can therefrom
expect a contribution to the scaling of the decay time that goes as
!
1
τD ∝
t2x
(5.8)
d
2 (t)i
h∆r
dt
Again x = 1/2 should hold for dry foams where the growth rate is dominated
by interface kinetics, and x = 1/3 in the wet foam regime where no direct
transfer of gas molecules through thin liquid walls is possible and hence the
dynamics of the coarsening is limited by the diffusion process. However, looking
at figure 5.4 we see that the decay time of dry foam samples scales approximately
as τD ∝ t3/2 , which may not be explained solely by the scaling of l∗ , but must
have a contribution from the mean squared displacement derivative. Whereas
the wet foams exhibit a scaling of roughly τD ∝ t2/3 , which equals the scaling
of (l∗ )2 and hence the dynamics must be decoupled from the growth process
of the bubbles. In the transition regime the curves may be seen to exhibit
two distinct scaling exponents. This may be explained by a sudden narrowing
of the bubble size distribution, once all small bubbles have ceased to exist,
leaving behind only larger bubbles that developed non zero contact zones to
their neighbours, thus allowing for a more direct gas transfer. To understand
why this is noticeable in the scaling of the decay time and not in the scaling of
the transmitted intensity, that is the scaling of l∗ , we need to further investigate
the contributions from the mean squared displacement. To better see the entire
transition in the scaling of the decay time τD we again plot the extracted scaling
exponents versus liquid fraction in figure 5.5.
In the following we may try to understand the experimentally found scaling
behaviour of the decay time, by borrowing some basic ideas from the dynamics of Brownian samples. For a sample of independent Brownian particles, i.e.
colloids in liquid, the mean squared displacement roots from motion induced
by temperature. In this picture temperature directly translates into average
kinetic energy of the much smaller, surrounding liquid particles, that transfer
momentum to the larger Brownian particles via collisions. The resulting movement of particles seems random, as they will have changed the direction of their
motion after a certain time ∆t, in which they travelled at a speed ∆v. It will
take a particle on average N 2 steps, each of the length ∆v∆t, to travel the
distance ∆r away from its initial position. The exact relation of mean squared
displacement on time uses the Einstein equation
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Fig. 5.5: All scaling exponents of the decay time τD ∝ ty extracted from DWS measurements,
plotted versus initial liquid fraction of the foam samples. Again a transition regime between
25 and 35 percent initial liquid fraction is observed, this time with the scaling exponent y for
decay time τd , dropping from y = 3/2 (solid blue line) to y = 2/3 (dashed green line). This
behaviour may only be understood by studying how the coupling of motion to average bubble
size changes with increasing liquid fraction.

∆r2 (t) = 6Dt


kB T
t
=6
6πηr

(5.9)

where T is the temperature in the sample, η is the viscosity and r is the average
radius of the particles. D is the diffusion coefficient, that, at a fixed temperature, will be a constant proportional to the inverse of particle radius r. If the
particle radius somehow were to grow in time, the diffusion coefficient would be
seen to decrease accordingly. The time derivative of the mean squared displacement should therefore yield a 1/r dependence on particle size. The bubbles in
our foams are by no means Brownian particles, as they are far too large for kB T
to play a significant role, neither are they independent of each other. However,
it is not the dynamics of the bubbles as an equivalent to particles, that we
probe with our light scattering techniques, but rather that of their interfaces
and vertices, as those are the scattering sites in a foam. It is this motion of
the interfaces and vertices, which leads to a decay in the photon paths. The
motion may have a few causes, the least notable in the DWS signal being the
deforming of bubble surface areas due to coarsening. This deformation is due
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to contact area with another bubble, and will change as the two bubbles evolve.
A thin liquid wall between a small and a large bubble will be bending inwards
into the large bubble as here excess pressure is lower than inside the small one.
The bending curvature will thus increase as the small bubble will shrink. However, there will be rearrangement events from time to time, that may change
the neighbourhood of the bubbles and thus the curvature in their surfaces. The
rearrangement of bubbles will induce motion in the surrounding bubbles by
relaxing some of their deformation or exiting vibrational modes in the liquid
membranes. It is primarily this kind of motion that we will detect in our DWS
signal if we probe intermediately dry foam samples, as they exhibit large contact
zones, while as well maintaining some liquid like properties, that are necessary
for the bubbles to rearrange themselves. For the total displacement in a photon
path through the foam sample, the motion of each individual scattering point
will seem random, as it highly depends on local bubble configuration, as well
as on frequency and strength of close-by rearrangement events. The dynamics
probed with DWS in dry and intermediately dry foams may thus be compared
to that of Brownian particles, in a way that it should follow a similar time
dependence in its decay time dependence on the mean squared displacement.
We will therefore in the following refer to it as diffusive and will define
∆r2 (t) ≈ Df t

(5.10)

where Df stands for a diffusion coefficient of the foam motion, similar to D in
the Einstein equation. The viscosity of the Newtonian fluid in this diffusion
coefficient should be replaced by one for a Bingham plastic liquid [52], which
is a liquid that acts like a solid up to a certain stress level. The driving source,
in place of temperature, should consequently be the rearrangements, which
themselves originate from the coarsening, that is the exchange of gas molecules
between the bubbles. The defining length scale in this diffusion coefficient Df
should then be the average bubble size, as this is the length that determines the
frequency and strength of the rearrangements. A possible explanation for the
scaling exponent of y = 3/2 could thus be, that the time derivative of the mean
squared displacement is proportional to one over the average bubble radius, in
analogy to the 1/r dependence of Brownian samples, which thus would add up
to τD ∝ hri3 ∝ t3/2 .
Durian et al. [36] argued that the time τ0 one obtains by isolating the
fraction (L/l∗ )2 from the first cumulant Γ1 in equation 2.90, that is, from the
leading decay in the field autocorrelation function
 2
L
t
Γ1 t ≈ ∗
(5.11)
l
τ0
should directly measure the average time between rearrangement events at any
given point in the sample. They therefore defined τ0 ∝ 1/(Rl∗3 ), where R is
the rate of the rearrangement events per unit volume (which goes as l∗3 ). For
an experimental verification of this assumption they studied surface rearrangements and found good agreement with equation 5.11, where τ0 was used from
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DWS data taken of the same sample. Experimentally this is difficult to test on
our samples, as we have no easy access to an independent measurement of the
rearrangement rate, such as from the studying of surface bubbles.
So far the foam samples discussed had a bubble packing fraction above that
of random closed packing, which should be higher than 0.64, as bubbles are in
general polydisperse and non-spherical objects. In our experiments these are
the samples with an initial liquid fraction below 25 percent. The dynamics
in the foam sample changes when we go to wet foams. Here the bubbles are
spherical and stress does not build up easily as the bubbles should in general
have enough spare liquid space to escape from deformation. In addition, bubble
center motion may now hydrodynamically couple to the liquid, such that they
may follow convective flows. The foam samples should maintain much of their
liquid like behaviour at any time. The mean squared displacement will now be
primarily caused by ballistic motion of bubbles, as direction of motion is only
changed if bubbles collide, and should thus be approximately given by
∆r2 (t) ≈ ∆v 2 ∆t2

(5.12)

The ballistic motion is decoupled from the bubble size and thus should not
contribute to the scaling of the decay time τD . We may compute the relative
form of the mean squared displacement for non exponential time dependence
of the foam motion by using the results from our DTL measurements to cancel
out (L/l∗ )2 in equation 2.89. The resulting term then determines the mean
squared displacement but for a constant factor and was in section 4.1 derived
to

Td2




− log

(g2 (t) − 1)
β



= a2 k02 ∆r2 (t)

(5.13)

where Td is the measured transmitted intensity and g2 (t) the intensity autocorrelation function obtained from DWS. Figure 5.6 shows the functional form
of six foam samples of different liquid fraction. The ones that have an initial
liquid fraction lower than 25 percent, yield a more or less linear relation of mean
squared displacement on time, and may thus be indeed called diffusive. The
slope of the mean squared displacement curve determines the diffusion coefficient Df , thus directly reflecting the mobility of the scatterers in the sample.
This mobility is seen to decrease with the age of the foam. The change in the
diffusion coefficient with foam ages as well reflects the scaling contribution of
∆r2 (t) to the decay time τD .
For wet foam samples with an initial liquid fraction above 35 percent, the
mean squared displacement exhibits non-linear time dependence, that may be
explained by ballistic motion of the scatterers. Note that the dynamics are not
entirely ballistic as the relation is not exactly ∝ t2 but rather slower, which may
be explained by the fact that the coarsening bubbles in a wet foam might still
get stuck in a configuration, that is able to build up stress, thus inducing weak
rearrangement events, which in turn cause random motion. This could even be
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Fig. 5.6: Mean squared displacements for a number of foam samples with different liquid
fraction, as calculated from using the transmitted intensity data to replace (L/l∗ ) in the
DWS results. Samples with an initial liquid fraction below 25 percent show a roughly linear
dependence of mean squared displacement on time, we therefore call their dynamics diffusive,
in analogy to ∆r2 (t) = 6Dt in Brownian samples. The wet foam samples that had an initial
liquid fraction above 35 percent yield a non-linear relation between mean squared displacement
and time, that may be attributed to ballistic motion of the scatterers ∆r2 (t) = ∆v 2 ∆t2 .
In the transition regime the functional dependence is a superposition of the two asymptotic
regimes.
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the case for very wet foams if bubbles are allowed to cluster. From figure 5.6 we
may also see that the spread in mean squared displacement for different foam
ages is much smaller, thus having a minor effect on the scaling behaviour of the
decay time τD .
In the transition regime the mean squared displacement still shows a strong
dependence on foam age yet has already acquired some ballistic contributions
that may be seen from the non-linear curvature in figure 5.6. The two distinct
scaling exponents of foam samples with a liquid fraction in the transition regime
in figure 5.4 may therefore be interpreted as the crossing over from a ballistic
motion dominated regime, while the foam is still young and there are still a large
number of small bubbles present, to the more confined configuration of larger
bubbles in the late age regime, that may no longer explore the liquid space in
the same way the small bubbles could and hence will more likely exhibit contact
zones to neighbouring bubbles and build up stress.

5.3

Heterogeneous dynamics detection using a high
speed camera

The diffusing wave spectroscopy setup we applied to obtain the results discussed
in the previous section, uses a time averaging method, averaging over many
speckle lifetimes, to get a statistically robust value for the decay time τD from
the dynamics of the scatterers in the sample. A long averaging time is necessary,
because the single mode fiber only selects a single speckle in space, and hence
it will need many speckle lifetimes for the detector to have recorded paths
from every part of the sample. The decay of the autocorrelation function one
thus measures, will sufficiently characterize the dynamics of the sample, if the
system is ergodic, that is, if the time average explores all possible states of the
system. We could instead collect all transmitted speckles simultaneously and
only follow their dynamics for the duration of a speckle’s lifetime, averaging
over space rather than over time, and should thus again have explored all the
system’s states. Both averaging methods are valid to study random processes,
such as Brownian particle diffusion, yet have their limits if the dynamics under
investigation become heterogeneous. By heterogeneous dynamics we mean that
the answer obtained by probing the sample will strongly deviate in time, while
the system may, due to irreversible changes in the sample, never reach a state
similar to its starting state again. Thus a time average will in general yield a
different result from an average in space.
This is exactly the case in foam samples, as rearrangement events require
build up of stress, and thus the dynamics will be seen as faster or slower,
depending on the time one measures. In addition the average bubble size will
grow in time, slowly changing both, the size distribution of the bubbles, as well
as the frequency of the rearrangements. If the coarsening process is sufficiently
slow we may assume the bubble size distribution to be quasi-static, so that l∗
does not change over the duration of a single measurement. Hence the decay
of the correlation function will be solely due to motion of the scatterers. A
sufficiently long time correlation should thus approximately yield an average
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Fig. 5.7: Time traces of the decay time τD as calculated from the many spatial intensity
correlation functions obtain from the frame series taken with the high speed camera at different
foam ages of a foam with 19 percent initial liquid fraction. An example of the many spatial
correlation functions may be seen in figure 4.8. Shorter decay times correspond to a faster
dynamics in the foam. The frequency at which the sample changes from slow to fast is clearly
seen to increase in the ageing sample. In the lowest plot three distinct rearrangements may
be made out.
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Fig. 5.8: Time traces of the decay time τD as calculated from the many spatial intensity
correlation functions obtain from the frame series taken with the high speed camera at different
foam ages of a foam with 34 percent initial liquid fraction. An example of the many spatial
correlation functions may be seen in figure 4.8. Shorter decay times correspond to a faster
dynamics in the foam. No clear signal may be made out in the time traces, as the curves
look interchangeable. This may be due to the fact that there are no major rearrangement
events in wet foams, while the general fast dynamics roots from kinetic bubble motion, which
is independent of bubble size.
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over the dynamical states the system went through. Note that in an infinite
sample there should be rearrangements at any given time, just as an infinite
number of photons should theoretically be able to explore all possible paths
through the sample, making any kind of averaging method redundant. This
however, will never meet experimental conditions, as our samples are rather
confined in space, and hence there will be times when all bubbles get stuck
and simply build up stress, while at other times most of the bubbles in the
foam sample may be in motion. Also, there is only a finite number of photons,
thus only a subset of all possible photon paths through the sample are being
explored at a time.
To capture the heterogeneous dynamics in our foam samples we used a high
speed camera to follow a large number of speckles simultaneously, thus enabling
us to average over pixels rather than over time intervals. If the series of frames
recorded is sufficiently long, we may use a subset of it for the calculation of a
spatial intensity autocorrelation function that should characterize the average
dynamics in this subset of frames. The process may be repeated with a shifted
starting point in the time series of frames. If the time value of this shift is
chosen shorter than the expected heterogeneity in the dynamics, the decay
times τD of successive correlation functions should yield the functional form of
the heterogeneous dynamics. We had chosen a length of 500 frames recorded at
a frame rate of 1kHz to calculate the spatial correlation from. The entire frame
series consisted of either 60.000 or 100.000 frames, depending on the age of the
foam at the time of its recording. We shifted the starting point for successive
correlation by 50 frames and thus could follow changes in the dynamics that
are slower than 50ms. It must be noted that the frame rate of 1kHz sets a
limit for the decay times observable with this setup, as the decay time is in
turn calculated from either a fit to the autocorrelation function or by numerical
integration. If the decay is not captured entirely we will consequently make
an error determining the intercept. This is the case either for young foam
samples, or if the rearrangement events displaced a large number of bubbles by
a significant distance. The method is explained in more detail in section 4.2. We
plot a subset of the resulting time tracks of the decay time for an intermediate
dry foam sample of 19 percent initial liquid fraction and a relatively wet foam
sample with 34 percent liquid content in figure 5.7 and figure 5.8 respectively.
As a first test to the method we calculated the mean decay time hτD i in
every time trace recorded in the experimental runs and plotted it against foam
age in figure 5.9. Both of them approximately follow the scaling behaviour
that is expected on the basis of the results found in the previous sections.
The rather strong scattering of data points however indicates that the frame
series may have been too short for a proper characterization of the average
heterogeneous dynamics. This should not keep us from a qualitative discussion
of their functional differences. As we proposed in the previous sections, the
driving mechanisms for motion causing the decay of the photon paths should
be different for dry and wet foam samples. A foam that has a bubble packing
fraction larger than random close packing should be much more confined than a
sample where the bubbles have some degree of freedom to explore vacant liquid
space. In the first kind of sample the main contribution to the average dynamics
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Fig. 5.9: Mean decay time hτD i calculated from the time traces of τD in figure 5.7 and 5.8.
They may be seen to approximately follow the scaling behaviour found in comparable samples
using the DWS setup from section 5.2.

comes from displacing of bubbles during rearrangement events, hence the fast
dynamical states should be seen to come in bursts. This also implies that the
average deviation from the mean dynamics should be rather large. We can see
some qualitative agreement from the time traces of the decay time τD for the
foam with 19 percent liquid fraction in figure 5.7. This is particularly clear from
the lowest graph, where there are three rearrangement events visible, while the
captured dynamics otherwise is found to be rather constant. A large value of
τD corresponds to a slow dynamics in these graphs. We may as well note that
the left flank of the rearrangements generally is much steeper than the right
one, thus implying that the motion starts suddenly as a bubbles repositioning
kicks off entire avalanches that then cease slowly.
Dynamical states in the younger foam sample are not as obvious for interpretation, yet show some similar tendencies. The main difference arises from
the fact that at the time the last graph’s data was recorded only a couple dozen
bubble layers remained in the foam sample, and hence if the rearrangements
have a characteristic number of bubbles typically affected by them, as was for
instance found in [37], almost the entire sample will correspond to the repositioning. At earlier times where the number of bubbles is still very large and
the average bubble size is small, rearrangements will take place at different positions in the sample where bubbles are far enough away from each other to be
more or less independent. The dynamics may be seen to be fast if several locations rearrange their bubbles simultaneously or if the rearrangement process
is located at a position that many photon paths will pass through, such as the
incident laser position or the area closest to the pinhole. Neither of the latter
should have too great an influence, as the laser beam is expended to about
0, 7cm2 by natural diversion, and the pinhole that controls the speckle size has
a diameter of 0, 8cm2 and is a short distance away from the surface. Thus many
surface bubbles are illuminated where the laser light enters the sample and dif-
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Fig. 5.10: Variance σ 2 = [τD (∆t) − hτD (∆t)i]2 versus delay time in the foam sample with 19
percent initial liquid fraction as calculated from the time traces in figure 5.7. The time where
the functions change slope in the above double logarithmic plot may be identified as the time
of a repetitive pattern found in the time traces. This is because for any longer delay times
∆t the signal makes no further contribution to the growth of the variance. If the variance
has not reached a maximum, there is a larger pattern underlying the first signal. The inset
shows the asymptotic dispersion from the mean versus foam age, that was lost to the variance
curves due to the normalization. The global maximum in the variance should characterize the
slowest signal in the corresponding time trace.

fused transmitted light from some larger area contributes to the speckle pattern
on the CCD. Therefore it is more likely that bubble avalanches in one location
cause rearrangements in others, thus triggering the fast dynamical states seen
in the time track.
The constant ratio of bubble size to event size that was found by Gitting
and Durian in [37], is the result of an investigation of bubble dynamics in a
local spot close to the surface of the sample. The method they apply is called
speckle-visibility spectroscopy (SVS), and follows the speckle dynamics from a
small scattering volume with a CCD. If the bubbles are static in their position,
the speckles will be static and hence a time trace of every CCD column will
display lines. When the bubbles rearrange these lines become smeared out and
might end until new lines emerge when a new quasi static configuration is found.
The data may then be analysed by calculation of the variance of intensity levels.
One not only obtains the length of the rearrangement event from this, but also
the displacements of the average bubble in the local spot. The clear advantage
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Fig. 5.11: Variance σ 2 = [τD (∆t) − hτD (∆t)i]2 versus delay time in the foam sample with
34 percent initial liquid fraction as calculated from the time traces in figure 5.8. The global
maximum in the variance should characterize the slowest signal in the corresponding time
trace. If any faster signal is present, the variance should exhibit a drastic change in its
functional dependence, at its average periodicity. For any longer times the fast signal makes no
further contribution to the growth of the variance. The inset shows the asymptotic dispersion
from the mean versus foam age, that was lost to the variance curves due to the normalization.
The fact that the curves do not seem to reach a final plateau, might indicate that the signal
length is longer than our time traces. There is no clear distinction between the variance curves
for the young and older sample but for the slopes, which is determined by the shape of the
signal.

of this method is that it helps to study the local dynamics without too much
of the noise from the rest of the sample. The disadvantage is that any long
range correlations are lost to it. If the dynamical states found in our time
traces of the decay time τD are very fast, there need to be a larger number of
bubbles displaced. Yet if the average number of bubbles contributing to a single
rearrangement event is limited, it means there need to be additional events in
other locations. However, we cannot determine whether they are triggered or
correlate accidentally. Clear events may be made out from the time traces of
decay time in figure 5.7. They become more obvious the older the foam sample
is, as the area affected by a single rearrangement event grows and the total
average dynamics in the sample slows down, thus becoming better observable
with our CCD. The time traces of the decay time from the wet foam sample
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(34 percent liquid fraction) are plotted in figure 5.8 and do not show these clear
events. It may be noted that the dynamics is generally faster than in the dryer
foam sample, yet the dispersion from the mean hτD i is not as large. The curves
seem to have more long time correlations that are much noisier then the traces
from the foam at 19 percent liquid fraction. This may be asserted to kinetic
motion of the bubbles, for instance in convective flows, where the noise should
come from minor rearrangements and from bubble collisions. Schematically the
curves i.e. from 131min and 357min seem interchangeable but for their mean
values. This again may be attributed to the relative freedom of the bubble in
the excess liquid volume. Motion should thus become independent of bubble
size and the observed increase in speckle stability hence comes from the fewer
scatterers in the sample, thus changing the ratio L/l∗ .
Further evaluation of the time traces of decay times τD , for both the intermediate dry and wet foam, may be done by calculating the delay time ∆t
dependent variance in each individual time trace. The method was schematically introduced in section 4.2. For an arbitrary sin / cos-function as our signal
we could identify the first maximum of the resulting variance curve as the fastest
signals time. In figure 5.10 and 5.11 we plot the variance obtained from the
time traces of the two foam samples. The results show the same tendency as our
test curve from the sin-function, however no clear maximum may be identified
in each of them. This may be due to the fact that there is a large deviation in
signal, that has no reliable average in the short data set. We however may see,
that the curve for the time trace at 396min in the dryer foam sample reaches a
horizontal level at around 20 seconds, thus corresponding to the average time
between successive events in the lowest plot of figure 5.7. The interpretation of
the other curves is less straightforward, as i.e. the curve corresponding to an
age of 88min in the foam sample with 19 percent liquid fraction shows a change
in its slope at around 1 second, yet levels off only at around 10 seconds. Thus
we would expect that there should be a signal approximately every 10 seconds
to be found in the corresponding time trace. This signal may indeed be seen in
the second plot from top in figure 5.7, yet it is superposed by a shorter signal
of the order of seconds, which thus may be held responsible for the change in
the variance at that time. In the asymptotic limit the variance should reach
the average dispersion from the mean value of τD . It is printed independently
in the inset, as the absolute values were lost in the normalization we performed
on the variance.
What may be noted from the variance curves, is that for the foam sample
with 19 percent initial liquid fraction, the time at which the variance starts to
level off to a mean variance value is shifted to longer times with increasing age
of the sample. In the variance curves of the wet foam, it rather is the slope
of the initial growth of the variance that changes. This implies that the form
of the signal is changing while the foam ages. In addition the variances in the
wet foam never seem to fully level off, which could mean that the time traces
were not recorded for long enough to entirely capture the periodicity of the
heterogeneous dynamics, if there is any. This corresponds well with our picture
of the bubble motion being coupled to slow hydrodynamic flows, that cause large
displacements, yet are more or less independent of bubble size. Fluctuations
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Fig. 5.12: Fluctuation time calculated from an numeric integration of the logarithmic derivative of the variance in the time traces of τD . Although the dispersion of individual data point
is large, the fluctuation time in the foam sample with 19 percent initial liquid fraction is on
average seen to increase with foam age. Meanwhile, the fluctuation time in the wet foam with
34 percent initial liquid fraction exhibits no such tendency. The fluctuation time is seen to be
rather large from the beginning.

are induced in wet foams by bubble collisions and by some bubbles getting
stuck from time to time, consequently building up stress, that is then released
all of a sudden. We may approximate the fluctuation time τf from performing
the numerical integration of equation 4.9 at different foam ages, resulting in
the plots shown in figure 5.12. The large dispersion of data points restricts
the conclusions to be drawn from the graphs to the fact, that the timescale on
which the dynamics changes within our foam samples seems to rise with foam
age in the intermediate dry foam, yet reveals no such characteristic in the wet
foam.
A determination of the rearrangement rate from the time traces is difficult
for mainly two reasons. One is that the time traces are too short for a reliable
determination of an average frequency, and second because the rate should
be defined to a certain volume, that depends on bubble size. Our sample
cell however has a constant volume and hence the number of rearrangement
events that may take place independently from each other at the same time,
will decrease while the average bubble size grows. The rate of events in the
sample should be gained from the inverse of the fluctuation time Rcell ∝ 1/τf
from figure 5.12. For the intermediate dry foam the average fluctuation time
is seen to increase approximately as a square root of foam age, hence the rate
will go approximately as t−1/2 . To estimate the number of events recorded in
yet another way, we simply counted peaks in the individual time traces of the
foam sample with 19 percent initial liquid fraction and plotted one over the
average period thus found versus foam age in figure 5.13. The red line indicates
a decay with an exponent of z = −1/2 for the rearrangement rate, that at least
qualitatively describes the data. However, the dispersion of the data points is
rather large, causing any further conclusions to stand on shaky ground.
Durian et al. [15] found the rate of rearrangements in shaving foam to scale
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Fig. 5.13: Rearrangement event frequency in the entire sample. The red line represents a
scaling behaviour Rcell ∝ t−1/2 . To obtain a unified rate the change in sample volume to
average bubble size must be accounted for by multiplying with the factor (L/l∗ )3 . Using
the universal scaling behaviour for l∗ ∝ t1/2 found from DTL experiments in the dry and
intermediate dry regime (section 5.1), yields a volume rate of approximately R ∝ t−2 .

as R ∝ tz with z = −2. Their rate was defined from R ∝ 1/(τ0 l∗3 ), where
1/τ0 ∝ ∆r2 (t) . Thus they proposed that basically all motion in their samples
originated from rearrangement events. The scaling of the rate R was obtained
from DWS data and an independent measurement of l∗ . The ratio of sample
cell volume to average bubble size approximately changes as (L/l∗ )3 , hence we
may account for it by multiplying our rate with this factor. The scaling of
transport mean free path was in section 5.1 for comparable foam samples found
to l∗ ∝ t1/2 . Hence our rate of rearrangement events per unit volume is found
to scale as R ∝ tz (L/l∗ )3 ∝ t−2 . This will only hold as long as the dominant
mechanism for inducing bubble motion are rearrangement events, making a rate
definition in the way given above obsolete for the wet foam regime. The time
trace data for the foam sample with 19 percent initial liquid fraction suggest
that this may indeed be true.

Chapter 6

Conclusion
The work presented here is concerned with the experimental study of the coarsening process in three dimensional foam samples. To reduce drainage of the
liquid phase, we levitated our diamagnetic foam samples in a strong magnetic
field of about 18 Tesla. For our samples we settled on a sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) - water mixture foamed up with nitrogen gas. Foam production was
achieved by turbulent mixing. A different ageing behaviour is expected for the
foam samples, based on whether the bubble packing fraction is higher than those
of random closed packing, thus jamming the bubbles, or lower, leaving bubbles
spherical with no more than point like contact zones. Theory predicts simple
scaling behaviour for the average bubble radius in the asymptotic regimes. The
mean bubble size grows, as excess pressure and hence net loss of gas molecules
is higher in the small bubbles according to Laplace’s law. The limiting process in this gas exchange is interface kinetics in jammed foams and diffusion in
wet samples. The scaling prediction for the average bubble radius is hri ∝ tx
with x = 1/2 in dry foams (generalized von Neumann’s law [17]) and x = 1/3
in wet foams (Ostwald ripening [9]). To test these predictions experimentally,
the liquid fraction of individual foam samples was systematically varied over a
large range from 5 to 50 percent. The time evolution of bubbles in the bulk was
followed by repetitively collecting diffuse transmitted light (DTL), which had
been found [32] to relate to the average bubble size. That this assumption is
justified could be shown independently for a typical foam sample by monitoring
the evolution of surface bubbles in the levitated foam with a camera.
The quantity measured in DTL is the transport mean free path l∗ , that
should be directly proportional to the bubble radius hri. We found our DTL
data to be in good agreement with these two scaling predictions. In addition
a continuous transition regime is revealed, where the scaling exponent drops
from x = 1/2 at about 25 percent liquid fraction, to x = 1/3 at foams with
35 percent liquid content. This liquid fraction is measured in the preparation
stage, before the foam is produced and hence the gas fraction is that of an
uncompressed gas. The foam liquid fraction thus is somewhat higher.
To study foam dynamics apart from the overall growth of bubble size, we
additionally applied diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS). Combining the two
light scattering methods, DTL and DWS, enabled us to determine the mean
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Fig. 6.1: Left: Scaling of transport mean free path l∗ , the quantity obtainable from DTL,
with foam age. Right: Transition curve found for the scaling exponent in dependence of liquid
fraction.

squared displacement ∆r2 , which is a direct measure for the mobility of bubbles in the sample. We found the dynamics of the jammed foam samples to be
diffusive, similar to that of Brownian samples. The mean squared displacement
∆r2 thus had a characteristic contribution to the scaling behaviour of the decay time τD , the time of correlated speckle intensity in the DWS measurements,
as the driving mechanism for the motion are bubble rearrangements, that are
dependent on bubble size. For wet foams the mean squared displacements were
found to make no such contributions and hence the dynamics may be asserted
to kinetic motion of bubbles, i.e. in convective flows, which are independent of
bubble size.
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is no longer diffusive with ∆r2 ∝ t but rather kinetic with ∆r2 ∝ t2 . Dispersion of the
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Three dimensional micro foams, as they were studied in our experiment,
are multiply scattering media. The diffused transmitted light yields a speckle
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Fig. 6.3: Time traces of foam dynamics in a jammed foam sample (top) and a wet foam sample
(bottom).

pattern behind the sample, that is formed due to the super positioning of different photon paths through the sample. The speckles will have a characteristic
lifetime that is dependent on the motion in the sample, as the movement of
scatterers changes the relative phase of photon paths. The mean squared displacement measures this dephasing time by averaging speckle fluctuations over
many speckle lifetimes.
Foams can be heterogeneous in their dynamics, as motion in the samples
largely comes from bubbles changing their position. In jammed samples this
motion should be strongly repressed most of the time. It will need some time
for the bubbles to grow or shrink, hence deforming and building up stress, until
some of them may all of a sudden rearrange themselves into a more relaxed
configuration. The time averaging method of DWS makes following these heterogeneous dynamics difficult. We therefore applied a spatial averaging method
using a CCD. From this, we could calculate time traces that display the characteristic foam dynamics at different foam ages. We find a jammed sample to
be clearly event driven, as it repetitively jumps from a slow state to a short fast
dynamical one. A wet foam in contrast shows a generally faster dynamics at all
times, while the dispersion from the mean dynamics is much less pronounced.
This fits well to the picture of freely moving bubbles that collide or get stuck
from time to time. As bubbles are in general macroscopic objects, they do not
exhibit Brownian motion.
In the presented work we could give an experimental verification for the
asymptotic scaling predictions and in addition were able to resolve the transition
in coarsening dynamics from the dry foam regime to the wet regime. Based on
our experimental results we interpreted bubble motion as diffusive in jammed,
solid-like samples and kinetic in wet, liquid-like foams. In the future it should
be interesting to see if an entirely different kind of foam exhibits the same
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liquid fraction dependencies. A better characterization of rearrangement events
may be possible with speckle-visibility spectroscopy, as it was already achieved
in [37, 38] for specific samples, such as Gillette shaving cream and glycerol
stabilized foams. As our experiments are based on the concept of levitating
the liquid fraction, hence the coarsening process took place in a sample, that
effectively only felt a milligravitation, a comparison to foams that evolved in
a gravity reduced environment themselves, should be of particular interest.
Finally, a broader theory is needed, which incorporates the transition regime
alongside the asymptotic limits.
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Chapter 8

Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit beschäftigt sich in großen Teilen mit der zeitlichen
Entwicklung von Schäumen. Allgemein gesprochen sind Schäume Mischsysteme, deren unterschiedliche Komponenten in mehr als einer Phase vorliegen,
meist gasförmig und flüssig. Die von uns untersuchten Schäume waren ausschließlich flüssig-Gas Mischungen. In solchen Schäumen bildet das Gas abgeschlossene
Zellen, die wir Blasen nennen, in einer umgebenden Matrix aus Flüssigkeit. Ein
typischer Schaum enthält nach seiner Entstehung eine Vielzahl an Blasen, was
einer extremen Vergrößerung der Grenzschicht zwischen Gas und Flüssigkeit
entspricht. Diese Oberfläche zu erzeugen kostete Energie, welche zur Zeit
der Schaumentstehung dem System hinzugeführt werden musste. Der Schaum
befindet sich also in einem energetisch angeregtem Zustand. Ein Gleichgewichtszustand kann nur wieder eingenommen werden, wenn das Oberflächen zu Volumen Verhältnis minimal wird, was einer vollständigen Entmischung der beiden
Phasen entspräche.
Um Oberfläche zu verlieren muss der Schaum seine Anzahl an Blasen reduzieren, dies kann er auf zwei möglichen Wegen erreichen. Eine Möglichkeit ist
das sich die trennende Flüssigkeitsbarriere zwischen zwei benachbarten Blasen
soweit verdünnt, bis sie reißt und die zwei Blasen miteinander verschmelzen.
Effektiv kann dies durch das hinzufügen von Oberflächen aktiven Molekülen,
meist Tenside, verhindert werden. Damit ist die Diffusion von Gasmolekülen
durch die Flüssigkeit der einzige Weg der einen Gasaustausch zwischen den
Blasen noch möglich macht. Wie dies vonstatten geht ist bestimmt durch das
Laplace’sche Gesetz : ∆p = 2γ/r, welches besagt, das der Überdruck ∆p in einer
Blase umgekehrt proportional zu ihrem Radius r ist. Der Proportionalitätsfaktor γ ist hierbei die Oberflächenspannung, welche stoffspezifisch angibt wie viel
Energie erforderlich ist um zusätzliche Oberfläche zu erzeugen. Im Vergleich
zu Schäumen in denen die trennenden Flüssigkeitswände reißen können, sind
Schäume die nur mittels Diffusion Gas austauschen, sich langsam entwickelnde Systeme. Wir nennen den Prozess, der die mittlere Blasengröße mit der
Zeit wachsen lässt und somit auch die Anzahl der Blasen im Schaum reduziert,
Coarsening (zu deutsch Vergröberung).
Um vorhersagen zu können, wie sich ein Schaum entwickeln wird, dass heißt
um die mittle Größe der Blasen im Schaum zu einem beliebigen Zeitpunkt
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nach seiner Entstehung abschätzen zu können, müssen wir wissen welcher funktionaler Zusammenhang zwischen mittlerem Blasenradius hri und dem Alter
des Schaumes t besteht. Entscheidend hierfür ist welcher Mechanismus das
Wachstum der Blasen am stärksten hemmt. Wir unterscheiden zwischen zwei
rivalisierenden dynamischen Prozessen: der Oberflächen Kinetik, welche die
Wahrscheinlichkeit angibt mit der ein Gasmoleküle die Grenzschicht zwischen
Flüssigkeit und Gas überwindet, und der Diffusion von Gasmolekülen in der
flüssigen Phase. Abgesehen von spezifischen Abhängigkeiten wie Oberflächenspannung, Zusätzen, Größe der verwendeten Gasmoleküle, ist die entscheidende
Größe für die Dynamik der Flüssigkeitsanteil im Schaum. In nassen Schäumen
sind die einzelnen Blasen rund und räumlich getrennt durch Flüssigkeit. Im allgemeinen wird Diffusion daher die Rate des Gasaustausches bestimmen. Theoretisch lässt sich in Analogie zu Präzipitations Prozessen ein Skalengesetz
herleiten, welches hri ∝ t1/3 vorhersagt. Wenn wir die Flüssigkeitsmenge im
Schaum reduzieren, kommen die Blasen miteinander in Kontakt und werden
dann zunehmend deformiert. In den Kontaktflächen hat sich die Flüssigkeit
dann bis auf einen dünnen Film reduziert. Damit wird der Diffusionsprozess in
der Flüssigkeitsphase vernachlässigbar und Oberflächen Kinetik wird zum dominanten Mechanismus für den Coarsening Effekt. In diesem Bereich der trockenen Schäume, erhalten wir ebenfalls ein Skalengesetz für die Abhängigkeit von
mittlerer Blasengröße zu Alter des Schaumes hri ∝ t1/2 .
Um diese asymptotischen Vorhersagen und einen möglichen Übergang zwischen ihnen experimentell verifizieren zu können, brauchen wir Schäume die für
beliebige Flüssigkeitsanteile als dreidimensionale Proben stabil sind. Experimentell stellt uns dies besonders deswegen vor ein Problem, da Blasen aufgrund ihrer geringeren Dichte auf schwimmen wollen, oder anders ausgedrückt,
die Flüssigkeit aufgrund der Gravitation aus dem Schaum heraus läuft, eine
Erfahrung die viele von uns aus dem alltäglichen Leben kennen, z.B. wenn
wir den Flüssigkeitspegel in einem Bierglas nach dem Einschenken beobachten
(nichts für Durstige). Der experimentelle Aufbau den wir in Konstanz verwendeten, nutzt die Tatsache, dass diamagnetische Proben ein äußeres Magnetfeld in ihrem Inneren zu verdrängen suchen und deshalb aus selbigem heraus
gestoßen werden. Ist das äußere Magnetfeld stark genug, so kann diese Abstoßung die Erdanziehung ausgleichen und die diamagnetische Probe so zum
Schweben gebracht werden. Wir verwendeten Proben die nur aus Wasser, einem
Tensid und Stickstoff Gas bestanden und die in summa diamagnetisch sind und
somit bei etwa 18 Tesla Feldstärke in unserem Magnet zum levitieren gebracht
werden konnten.
Ein weiteres Problem ist die Beobachtung der sich im Inneren einer dreidimensionalen Probe entwickelnden Blasen. Schäume erscheinen im allgemeinen
weiß, was dadurch entsteht das Licht beliebiger Wellenlängen (aus dem sichtbaren Bereich) stark gestreut wird. Das macht konventionelle Beobachtungsmethoden unbrauchbar. Das starke Streuverhalten der Schäume können wir uns
allerdings zu Nutze machen, in dem Wissen das alle Photonen die ihren Weg
durch den Schaum hindurch gefunden haben, in jedem Fall häufig gestreut wurden. Damit lässt sich eine auf Statistik basierende Vorhersagen über die transmitierte Intensität T machen T ∝ (l∗ /L), wobei L die Dicke der Probe ist. l∗
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bezeichnet die mittlere freie Weglänge nach der ein Photon jegliche Information
über seine ursprüngliche Ausbreitungsrichtung verloren hat. Sie hängt zusammen mit der mittleren Strecke l, die sich ein Photon im Schaum ungestreut in
eine Richtung bewegt. Gestreut wird das Licht an den Grenzflächen von Gas zu
Flüssigkeit. Somit lässt sich l direkt mit dem mittleren Radius der Blasen im
Schaum in Verbindung bringen und wir sollten die theoretisch vorhergesagten
Skalengesetze auch für l∗ finden.
Für Schäume mit einem Flüssigkeitsanteil von unter 25 Prozent (vor dem
Vermischen von Gas und Flüssigkeit gemessen, d.h. im Schaum liegt dieser
höher, ca 30 Prozent) ergeben unsere Experimente eine gute Übereinstimmung
mit dem Skalengesetz für Oberflächen Kinetik dominierten Molekültransport
hri ∝ t1/2 . In diesem Bereich ist die Packungsdichte für Blasen höher als die
einer äquivalenten dichteste Kugelpackung. Die Blasen sind also deformiert und
in ihrer Bewegung eingeschränkt (jammed). Für Proben mit einem Flüssigkeitsanteil höher als 35 Prozent (im Schaum knapp 40 Prozent) finden wir eine ähnlich gute Übereinstimmung mit Vorhersagen für Diffusion limitierte Prozesse.
Im Intervall zwischen diesen beiden asymptotischen Verhalten finden wir einen
kontinuierlichen Übergang.
Auch in einem Schaum in dem die Blasen dicht gepackt sind, werden sich
Blasen von Zeit zu Zeit neu positionieren. Der Grund hierfür ist, dass große
Blasen stetig wachsen, während kleine stetig schrumpfen. Als Konsequenz
müssen sich Blasen immer mehr verformen um an Ort und Stelle zu bleiben.
Um den entstandenen Stress wieder abzubauen, können die Blasen ihre Position verändern. Dieser Prozess besitzt eine Energiebarriere, da er eine Verformung der Blasen während der Neupositionierung erfordert, was effektiv Energie kostet. In einem nassen Schaum sollten es weniger solche Reorginisationsprozesse als vielmehr ballistische Bewegungen der Blasen sein, welche die
Dynamik bestimmen. Um etwas über diese schnelleren dynamischen Vorgänge
im Schaum aussagen zu können, haben wir diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS)
Messungen neben den Messungen der transmittierten Intensität durchgeführt.
Bei dieser Methode wird abermals ausgenutzt das alles transmittierte Licht
vielfach gestreut wurde. Photonen nehmen durch den Schaum unterschiedliche
Pfade und treten daher mit unterschiedlicher Phase aus der Probe aus, was
wiederum ein Interferenzmuster auf einem entfernten Schirm zu folge hat. Werden diese Pfade nun zeitlich verändert, weil die Streuer in der Probe sich bewegen, so wird sich auch das Interfernzmuster ändern. Korreliert man dieses Interferenzmuster in der Zeit, so erhält man, wenn man die mittlere frei Weglänge l∗
kennt, ein direktes Maß für die mittlere quadratische Verschiebung der Streuzentren im Schaum, und damit über die Mobilität der Blasen.
Unsere Messungen zeigen, dass in dem Bereich trockenen Schäume bis zu
einem Flüssigkeitsanteil von 25 Prozent, die Bewegung der Streuer im Schaum
diffusive sind (Richtung der Änderungen sind zufällig). Die Mobilität hängt in
diesem Bereich von der mittleren Größe der Blasen ab. Für nasse Schäume, mit
einem Flüssigkeitsanteil von mehr als 35 Prozent, wird die Bewegung zu großen
Teilen kinetisch, d.h. Blasen bewegen sich gradlinig solange sie nicht stoßen.
Diese Form der Bewegung ist unabhängig von der mittleren Blasengröße. Im
Zwischenbereich sehen wir abermals einen kontinuierlichen Übergang.
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Schlussendlich wurde noch eine Hochgeschwindigkeitskamera eingesetzt um
die Dynamik des Interferenzmusters hinter der Probe räumlich korrelieren zu
können. Hierdurch war es uns möglich, die heterogene Dynamik direkt zu verfolgen anstatt nur ein zeitliches Mittel zu erhalten. Exemplarische Aufnahmen
zu einem trockenem und einem nassen Schaum, bestätigen das zuvor entworfene
Bild von plötzlichen, lawinenartigen Bewegungen für trockene Schäume in denen die Blasen eingeklemmt sind, und einer kontinuierlich schnellen Dynamik,
die deutlich weniger Schwankung zeigt, wenn die Blasen in nassen Schäumen
Kontakt zueinander verlieren.
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